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It is important to identify the national sovereign progression of the Bible because it converges into the final

globalized world government progression over four foretold cycles whose completion as 8th King world

government will enable Christ’s Kingdom of God arrival to dispute that final conglomerated sovereign claim

at Armageddon’s climax. We are near the activation of the fourth of those four cycles.

It is important to appreciate the prophetic history of the Bible is in progress. Prophecy has reliably turned into modern

history in the development of that national framework of prophecy. It is the globalized form of development, also in

prophecy, that has yet to complete.

The prophecy of national-to-global development is an outline of history. Though it affects spiritual developments in the

process, proving the historic framework of prophecy is not an exercise in moral doctrines or religious dogmatism, it is an

analysis of world history in an isolated lineage of world power development from Egypt to the Anglo-American national

alliance and globalizing empire in prophecy and world history.

Thus studying this particular part of the Bible can appeal to history and logic to form another angle to verify where the

world is actually headed, minus “religionism”. It is what it is, an outline of the developmental trek of national-to-global

power that has a climax period soon to unfold based on history. And if the prophecy already reliably described the

complete national progression in short order as now history it is logical the rest of the sovereign forecast will likewise

become now live and real-time more history happening, a conclusion of a certain era of it.

This therefore not a “religious article”, this is a study of national to globalist world power development in history that is

also clearly prophetic in a way a non-religious person could even appreciate this prophecy turned history. It is that logical.

The apostate dimension is discussed for Jehovah’s witnesses and others interested in the Bethel anomaly co-development

and why Jehovah’s witnesses no longer explain history past 1945 United Nations manifestation, or modern events in

prophetic light.

Background Concepts for this Article

1. This article explains both the national and globalization prophecies and their progressive development and inter-

relationship to world government completion and it’s final presentation over a guaranteed final completing cycle of

prophecy affirmed by world developmental history to culminate in the future.

2. This is why taking the national progression to it’s nation-state completion in prophecy now (7th King), and

into the globalist culmination (8th King world government) it provides the basis of in globalization

development, is important to understand.

A. This is because the globalist final progression and final cycle (Dan11:42-45), utilizing progressively subservient national

power (Dan11:42-43) and superceding it, is also in the prophetic framework for significant reason -  it aids gauging the final

globalizing milestones to Christ’s arrival for the ultimate Kingdom completion. 8th King rival world government is the final

milestone of that part of the prophetic progression.

3. This finalization of the prophecy and the world government final cycle is being concealed by Jehovah’s witnesses from it’s

last point of prophetic development (1990) that is now national system world history of the historic development of the
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“seven headed” national global power system that must become subservient and unified for full 8th King world authority at

the end of the final cycle coming up. (Rev17:11-18; Rev16:13-16);

4. The historic national progression of prophecy that merged into the commencing (1919) globalist eventual four UN cycle

progression which converges into 8th King world government is explained below. Why it is important to complete this

progression from national to globalist world power is also covered. Why this progression has been diverted by Christendom

first, then Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses lastly, is also explained because those foretold apostate and subversive

developments are in the context of the same prophetic progression.

5. We have seen three 8th King manifestations (1919, 1945, 1990) of that four. It is the third placement of the United Nations

(UN) development in 1990 that Jehovah’s witnesses (JW) will not reveal as prophecy or comment on as significant due to the

Bethel foretold final subversive “operation of error” which conceals this information.

A. Thus by loss of the 3rd UN placement, the 3rd (1990) and 4th (future) UN placement significance and prophecy is also lost

to Jehovah’s witnesses and their audience.

The Bethel apostasy thus has a 8th King world government supporting purpose – it supports it’s secrecy for the final cycle.

6. The co-developing Bethel apostasy, also present in the 3rd to 4th 8th King progression, is also explained in the process of

explaining the national sovereign progression significance for the 8th King world government development and it’s final

progression to that global “king” “north” of world power. (Dan11:45; 12:11) What is coming is the end of the prophetic

continuum as far as Adamic human history for the Adamic cycle since Genesis 3, which is also ending in that significance.

(Rev10:6-8)

7. That 8th King world government completion (Dan11:45; Rev17:11-18) and it’s final sovereign statements concerning it

(1Thess5:1-3) is the prophetic and required development (Rev16:13-16) that ushers in Christ’s final arrival. (Rev11:15-19;

Rev16:17-21) This is ultimately why it is important to know where we actually are in that progression. Prophecy and

matching global developments since 1990 in marked fashion tells us we are approaching the final cycle commencement of

Daniel 11:42-45.

8. This is why understanding the whole meaning of the Bible’s national AND globalist sovereign co-progression is so

important, and how we know Jehovah’s witnesses are successfully derailed – as also part of the final prophecy in it’s

apostasy significance. (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35, 41)

A. The apostasy reveals the temple judgment cycle is also approaching and will signal the final cycle commencement in it’s

spiritual dimension of accounting and removal, recovery and final warning preparation. (Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5)
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Section I – The National System 4000 Year History as Prophecy

The Seven Headed National Wildbeast

The Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome and Anglo-American national power progression is now complete and

connects the Daniel national development in prophecy to the Revelation progression.

(Revelation 13:1) And it stood still upon the sand of the sea. And I saw a (national system) wild beast ascending out of the sea

(Genesis 10), with ten horns (a human complete system) and seven heads (historic national based world power in a divinely allowed “seven”



complete progression), and upon its horns ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names.

1. Most prophecy is now actually world history in the national sovereign progression over approximately 4000 years from the Genesis 10 “seventy

nations” that Daniel and Revelation outline. It is important to understand the national progression is complete, but has a co-developing globalist

dimension of world power.

2. Those seven national based progressive world power “heads” from that “wildbeast ascending out of the sea” are now all national world histories

and culminate in the modern Anglo-American national power zenith – the 7th King of national based world powers.

3. That national worldwide distribution of world power becomes the basis of the globalized form of world power to crystallize into world

government. It is good to keep in mind two kinds of world power have actually been forming national and globalist. By Anglo-American elite

guidance (Rev16:13-16), national world power and globalist world power will converge into world government at the end of the final cycle.

We just have to take the national power progression to it’s logical 8th King world government conclusion which is also

present in the prophecy itself.

4. The Anglo-American national seventh head zenith and decline developments (Dan11:42-43) of the last century are what concurrently culminate

with the final 8th King globalist world power zenith. This is why tracking the national progression fully is important. It is also why keeping the

national significance in proper perspective is important, it must be superceded by the 8th King in world government, it is not the end in itself.

The Seven Headed Globalist Scarlet Wildbeast

Did you know the national power 7th King zenith is not the end of the world power progression?

1. Globalized world government is the end of the world power progression not national power. Global national power will become subservient to 8th

King world government.

A. Globalist power is what is ultimately forming to control the final national progression for world government purposes and that takes a final cycle

and some final years to complete. Prophecy outlines the national-to-globalist transition of world power.

B. National power must become subservient to (Dan11:42-43) and be superceded by (Dan11:45; 8:25) globalized world power as the world

government unified culmination including the UN “image” “of the wildbeast” but beyond it in scope and global power. (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18);

2. The globalist “seven headed wildbeast” final “scarlet wildbeast” 8th King globalization culmination is to be the end of the world power

progression as a global government at the end of the “seven headed” seven national world power progression finale, the full 8th King meaning. The

8th King is an eventual globalized true 8th King world government, not the 7th King national power and not just it’s United Nations “image” but the

comprehensive globalized whole totality worldwide:

(Revelation 17:3, 8, 10-11) And he carried me away in [the power of the] spirit into a wilderness. And I caught sight of a

woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten

horns… 8 The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss… 10 And there are seven

kings: five have fallen (in the apostle John’s time), one is ((6th head) Rome national power), the other ((7th head) Anglo-American national

alliance) has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not,

it is also itself an eighth [king] (globalized), but springs from the seven (national powers), and it goes off into destruction.

This is why this historic national seven headed wildbeast pattern of Revelation 13:1 is repeated here in Revelation 17.

Revelation 17 is the globalized finale progression, a globalized representation of the base seven headed national wildbeast of

Revelation 13:1.

3. This is because the Revelation 13:1 “seven headed” “wildbeast from the sea” of mankind is a national power system (Rev13:1) that eventually

becomes the complete national basis of the 8th King globalist world power system, an “8th” final “King” (Rev17:11-18). The 8th King is based on,

“springing from”, the “seven [national] kings” nation-state system it ends up dominating as globalized world power. (Dan11:42-45);

4. That it “springs up” after all seven national powers have been present, and operable in the co-existent 7th King nation-state global system, means

it is a great culmination of meaning in that 8th King final numerical ascension of final, last, complete, eighth world power: world government, the

finale of the world power progression leading to Christ’s arrival.

5. The United Nations “image”, the “blueprint” schematic nucleus of that world government is itself not the world government 8th King completion

that is coming over the final cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 in the future. The UN is ultimately world government’s “image”, a picture of the reality coming

as complete world government.

A. This is the critical final progression Bethel now subverts the awareness of defining part of their foretold apostate signal.

Thus even the Bible is identifying that the national progression leads to the globalist progression finality and that both
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systems are indeed outlined in final prophecy symbology in this continuum’s final progression to world government.

Nationalism is Globalized

1. The Bible outlines the national progression of world power since the national origins after the deluge (Gen10). The Bible then outlines the

Egyptian first world power in relation to Israel in Genesis and Exodus and after. (Isa19, 47; Egypt 29-32; Daniel 11:42-43); That first national world

power of Egypt is the first head of the seven headed nation based wildbeast.

A. The Bible then maps the successive six “heads” or “kings” that follow that first world power in relation to God’s people defining all seven heads in

national power meaning.

2. Thus the eventual seven headed, seven world power progression is established nationally and developed further globally in prophecy because it’s

culmination connects to the globalization of world government. When we track the prophecy into modern developments of the nation-state global

system we see a globalization in progress that must have a culmination: world government.

“Egypt” Nation-State Basis and Subservient Destiny to 8th King Globalization and World

Government

1. In the final Daniel 11:27-45 3rd (Dan11:31b) to 4th 8th King “King North” progression “Egypt” also forms a symbolization of nation-state based

power by the time of Daniel 11:42-43 and in modern times since 1914-1919 marked the true “south” national and “north” globalist real world

polarity in formative action in the world system.  The 7th King dominant national “Egypt” is the ultimate meaning of “King South” and the global

nation-state system “the land of Egypt”. The 7th King is the predominant “King South” power system in the national dimension of power that is

superceded by zenith globalism based “King North” world power to finalize in the future final cycle.

A. The roots of nationalism go back to Genesis 10. This is why the Revelation 13:1 “wildbeast from the sea” is from the original post-deluge pool of

all mankind at Genesis 10 and the globalist “two horned wildbeast” really has roots in the Anglo system of the last 300 years primarily. This is the

case in Daniel 7:1-3 as well. The first four beasts come from the “vast sea” while the “other horn”, the “small horn” root national and globalist power

system comes later from that established fourth beast of Daniel 7:7-8, 19-20.

2. As 8th King “King North” globalization became more recognizable as forming a true independent globalist world power system since especially

1990, the nation-state “King South” world system also becomes understood as the nation-state basis of that globalizing development of the true 8th

King “King North” final trajectory to world government.

A. Logically nation-state sovereign power converges into globalist sovereign power as does the prophetic symbols representing this transformation,

it all equates to 8th King world government.

3. Prophecy also develops that same national-to-globalist rationale in the progress of the prophecy fulfilling into all seven national powers and what

they are forming now on the world scene as the globalist system ascends on the nation-state system decline. The 7th King rise sees the 8th King

designate rise, the 7th King zenith and national sovereign “fall” sees the globalist 8th King final ascension into world government unifying all the

national sovereignties into it’s final super-sovereign conglomeration. (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18);

The prophecy even foretells the explicit wealth and asset dimension of that King North “8th King” domination at Daniel

11:42-43.

4. The national progression culmination is world government’s completed basis of power in that worldwide collective national power system

culminated prior to 8th King world government completion, and that whole 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” globalization (Rev16:13-16) must be greater

than the sum of it’s national parts. (Rev17:11-18);

A. Logically the national power progression given in the Bible now present in world historic development is what enables globalist 8th King world

government as the ultimate conclusion of rival global sovereignty. (Dan11:42-45);

5. It is not a complete world government in the national power system or in the United Nations international forum “image”, but that is where it will

progress and this globalization is prophetic and so is it’s final cycle of world government development coming up as Daniel 11:42-45 that merges

into Daniel 12 final fulfillment.

National Progression Converges into World Government

1. The Bible also forecasts the globalist world power finality, which now has named national system historic benchmarks in this national progressive

prophecy and it’s world history affirms it to allow the full continuum to be known in modern times leading to the coming world government

culmination. It is not difficult now to affirm Daniel’s and Revelation’s national sovereign prophetic identities of all seven of those world powers.

Very simply the national based “seven world powers” of Bible prophecy/history must converge and relinquish sovereignty

into the “8th King” globalist world power finality as world government, and prophecy also forecasts and details that last
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globalist development also from start to finish.

2. Thus the arrival of the nation-state based 7th King in marked manner at the start of the 20th century (1914; WW1), also produced the

foundational globalist “League of Nations” first presentation in 1919. It is not simply coincidence, it was plainly in prophecy now well understood as

a concurrent final development. (Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11);

3. Thus as the national power culminated overall in the 7th King to attempt to control the world scene since 1914 and World War 1 by more

complex intrigues, systems and developments expanding from that time, it is the globalist 8th King system that actually achieves global hegemony

and world government at the culmination of the final cycle.

A. The WW1 conclusion was the “world peace” resolution stage of the League of Nations foundational world government presentation of 1919. That

world-war-to-world-government resolution pattern was used after WW2 and Cold WW3, and will be used in the final cycle culmination. (Matt24:29

tribulation ends into world government);

All that cannot be coincidental that both prophetic systems, national culmination and globalist foundation, appeared in

the same marked period of five years in 1914-1919.

4. We are essentially now complete in national power terms in the “7th King” nation-state culminating development “seven headed wildbeast” of

roughly 4000 years global sovereign national development. (Gen10; Rev13:1) All that needs to complete next is the tribulation and final

subservience of that “7th King” predominantly controlled “King South” national realm into 8th King “King North” globalized total world

government authority to emerge in the final cycle. (Dan11:42-45; 12:7, 11; Rev17:11-18; Rev16:13-16);

The Final National Transition to Globalist Sovereignty

1. We clearly see a national and globalized world power system co-development being identified in the national 7th King and the globalist 8th King

(future world government) world systems. This distinction between national and global power is also in prophecy.

Military Expansion and Wealth Globalization

1. We clearly see the Anglo-American 7th King national system is complete and in engineered financial decline while at the same time globally

expanding with Global NATO militarily. Obviously the decline of the national system economy aids the expansion of the globalist empire system at

the same time. (That wealth re-direction and transfer in progress aids Daniel 11:42-43 culmination and eventual actual world government.);

A. This is how national powers are depleted in national resources while at the same time the globalist engineers spend those resources expanding

their empire globally.

(Joel 3:9-10) Proclaim this, you people, among the nations, ‘Sanctify war! (8th King serving global military expansion) Arouse the

powerful men! Let them draw near! Let them come up, all the men of war! (God’s taunt to the 8th King to “be ready” for Christ.

Eze38:7) 10 Beat your plowshares (expend national resources) into swords and your pruning shears into lances. (for global military

expansion to fully prepare for the final divine war to end the 8th King permanently);

2. The principle is God requires a full and complete 8th King world sovereign opponent prior to Christ’s arrival and will give full fair warning to the

8th King concerning the final conflict. (Matt24:14; Rev10-11; Rev19:19-21). That final completion requires more time, the final multi-year cycle

coming up.

3. The history of international central banking and it’s elite private ownership in Anglo-American/European systems like the Federal Reserve, aided

globally by post WW2 World Bank and International Monetary Fund globalist objectives, guided by globalist organizations like the Chatham House,

Council on Foreign Relations, The Tri-Lateral Commission and Bilderberg Group provides literally thousands upon thousands of historic details of

these 8th King sectors of globalist elite “two horned wildbeast” historic public development. This is because progressive global wealth and finance

control ultimately controls national governments and military expansion. (Dan11:42-43)

(Anyone can research these developments in conjunction with “world government” or “new world order” to see their documented involvement in

this final phase preparation.)

4. We clearly see the globalization of NATO is expanding at the same time for a final world military action that like WW1, must precede the final

world government world “peace and security” presentation. (Dan11:40 culminates)

A. The Gulf War NATO operations, Global NATO and the Global War on Terror provide much research material into Global NATO’s worldwide

theater of globalizing operations that support Daniel 11:40 and Joel 3:9-12 developmental evidence in mass quantity.

5. We clearly see the 8th King requires a final cycle of global developments (Dan11:42-45) to finish the United Nations ascension (Rev11:7;

Rev17:11-18) through a global tribulation designed to resolve (Matt24:29) that is to be largely based on national financial and economic

compromise. (Dan11:42-43)
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6. The history of national governmental regulatory evolution in the US and EU that helped empower this massive global financial dilemma is also

well documented especially in the 2008 sub-prime  mortgage international banking operations.

A. That development has set up the final cycle of financial intrigues that define Daniel 11:42-43 transformation into the 8th King globalized wealth

and finance “solution” component it is all designed to evolve towards in it’s sector of world government it must in time finalize.

7. 1990 did see a notable Anglo-American empire expansion aided by the removal of the USSR countering and limiting power. The removal of

global socialism opened the way for the Russian, Chinese and Indian populations (and others) to compete in global markets and provide multi-

billion person global late-capitalist labor pools globally. This allowed a progressive undermining of the middle class stability of the Anglo-American

national power as Anglo-American globalists and trans-national corporate systems began outsourcing labor and manufacturing overseas.

A. This all occurred in marked and unique manner since 1990, while creating massive US and EU national sovereign debt compromise along with

massive deficit spending. The global enforced dependency that developed along with these trade imbalances actually allowed financing this Anglo-

American expansion with the recycled US Dollar and investment of other nations aiding this globalization of the Anglo system while nationally

undermining the national basis of sovereignty in the home nations.

B. The US Dollar “reserve currency” underpinning became fully globalized in this same period, as did the market exchanges and gold markets in

truly globalizing fashion unique to the period after 1990.

Thus 1990 is a unique point marking the era of globalization also marked by another, the third, UN placement – all

conveniently uncommented on by Bethel.

8. The overall significance of these 1990 incept accelerations in globalization truly going global for the first time is now historic. That it was signified

further UN “New World Order” claim and UN event also marking 1990, is ignored by Bethel in the face of enormous global documentation.

Globalization is also ignored by Bethel in it’s world government connection and aiding dynamics.

Now when marked actual globalization forms the true global foundations of the “New World Order” in striking and literal

ways, Bethel remains silent.

9. Now we see in striking ways how the Bethel apostasy co-develops with the final globalization era marked since 1990 prophetically and historically

to hinder it’s full explanation until the apostate system is removed (2Thess2:8) and that is how the temple judgment requirement (Dan8:13-14) is

connected to these developments and the final cycle commencement spiritual signal. (2Thess2:1-4);

Some Bethel Red Flags

1. Bethel discusses globalization but never connects it to the world government forming final cycle, or globalization’s role in the culmination into

world government as the main global force of the “gathering” of Revelation 16:13-16. They simply bypass the most significant development of our

times as if none of this is real.

2. Thus globalization finalization projections for global finance, energy and military, all of which require a number of years to transition into full

globalization and 8th King control, thus full world government, backed by statistical proof and reasoning, are simply ignored by Bethel as they sell

Jehovah’s witnesses a premature “the end” scenario instead. Bethel’s isolation of Jehovah’s witnesses from alternative media and research aids this

delusion as does their complete avoidance of these insights, Jehovah’s witnesses are not encouraged to and simply do not keep up with modern

world developments properly.

It is a perpetual 1970, over and over again, to supposedly modern Jehovah’s witnesses.

3. Bethel also sells the perception that Christ arrives on the 7th King national system and the 8th King United Nations “image” as if that is the

pinnacle of all world power which of course it is not, complete 8th King world government completion is a global sovereign requirement prior to

Christ’s arrival. Now for twenty years Bethel acts as if nothing has really changed since 1990. They are maintaining a course to the Bethel downfall

(Dan8:11, 13-14) that they are aiding internally to attempt to silent the entire final prophecy as long as possible. (Dan11:32a, Dan8:12);

4. The volumes of world government finalization research is simply ignored in all it’s main areas of the demonstration of supra-national world

power consolidation into the super-corporate bodies actually forming world government administrations with global scope in the process. Bethel

acts as if none of that super-corporatism, the massive national debt and dollar dependency, the massive post-911 military expansion, and other

globalization developments, is significant. In fact it is pointing to a final cycle of global transformation that can be proven, that will be enormous in

impact, and will take some years to complete into world government.

Ultimately Bethel purposely ignores the globalization dynamic reality. Bethel is more an act, propped up by and King

North/8th King controlled for glossing over the significance of the 3rd UN placement marked globalization era meaning

and it’s coming final 4th UN cycle. By these techniques and purposeful backwardness Jehovah’s witnesses are not aware of

what is really going on for as long as possible leading to a final coup event to be sold to JWs as “the end” prematurely.

5. By all this evidence Bethel must be purposely creating this kind of backwardness merely selling Jehovah’s witnesses a well presented production



based on the past.

Age of Rare Enlightenment Amidst Overall Global Ignorance

1. What aids this global development perceived by few is that even the research affirming globalism studies is also being understood by few in a

secular sense. Combine that with Jehovah’s witnesses also losing track of the prophecy and these world developments we have also a unique age of

ignorance forming in the overall world system.

2. Although growing to significant numbers, compared to the overall magnitude of the global population it is the uncommon few who are writing

about these subjects in any capacity spiritual or secular as most people are thoroughly distracted from keeping up with modern globalization

developments and this includes Jehovah’s witnesses.

3. What should be striking to people in the world is that Jehovah’s witnesses used to be classically well focused on world developments live and real-

time as to prophetic fulfillment but now have said nothing new concerning the 8th King designate UN for almost 70 years while ignoring what should

have been big news at Bethel in the 3rd UN placement of 1990. But if Jehovah’s witnesses do not even notice this lapse in vigilance for prophecy and

current events we see the world has it’s own pervasive coma and distractions related in similar manner to how Jehovah’s witnesses were diverted

and blinded.

4. It is because the globalist 8th King predominantly controlled media and academia, and general nation-state propaganda and cultural fog, keeps

it’s national masses well distracted and ignorant of the significant realities actually at work. JWs are just a factional symptom of the same kind of

respective blindness in their sector.

5. It is already in the Biblical theme of global darkness under the Devil’s rule, and his social and political counterparts use scientifically backed

techniques to actually apply these distractions and misconceptions because it also aids their own power and control collectively over the masses.

6. Thus it is no surprise in the prophecy and world development critical finale period that Jehovah’s witnesses would also “gradually be given over”

to a similar delusion to conceal the final meaning of the former progress they were making in live and real-time prophecy tracking of not just God’s

Kingdom developments but also that of the rival 8th King system.

7. In loss of the completion requirement and modern developments of the 8th King system, Jehovah’s witnesses also lose track of the Messianic

Kingdom completion requirement. The JW ministry is fully off track now, derailed and fully off course – but the final apostasy foretold was to “act

effectively” and “prove successful” at this kind of progressive and gradual subversion. (Dan8:11-13, Dan11:30b-32a);

Modern Jehovah’s witnesses’ backwardness actually proves the 8th King is in their house (Dan11:41) and runs the ministry

off course (Dan11:32a) while concealing their presence very well. It is now obvious a purification and ministerial

clarification is required, and that too is foretold and forms the temple judgment requirement basis.

The 1990 Marked Bethel Apostate Co-development

1. Thus there are huge amounts of global research and documentation in all forms that Bethel is simply ignoring the “signs” of. (Luke 21:25). Even in

a secular sense this information is in the minority of open discussion. Mass media, including Jehovah’s witnesses system, merely glosses over this

reality to create a key atmosphere of distraction.

We see there is more to the story than the overly simplified Jehovah’s witnesses and apostate Bethel version of engineered

prophetic cover-up and delusional stalled “reality”. No one could simply ignore 20 years of governmental, financial and

military globalization information to the degree it has manifested since 1990 unless they are part of the development as

King North owned Bethel is. (Dan8:12, 11:30-32a, 11:41);

2. Prophecy also has a more reliable vision than Jehovah’s witnesses, and prophecy is what forecasts the final cycle before it unfolds. Prophecy also

exposes the Bethel apostasy, it is the most reliable description of what Bethel really is now and when it started to emerge as undeniable in time. The

Bethel apostasy is merely part of the prophecy validation signalling it’s final activation soon. (Dan8:12-14; Dan11:30-32; Zech3:1-5); The prophecy

requires a final apostasy, and Bethel is providing it as an initial signal of the final cycle nearness. (2Thess2:1-4; 2Cor11:13-15);

3. Bethel is the modern apostate counterpart (Dan11:32a) of the final “man of lawlessness” manifestation “in the temple” association in the top

ministerial leadership (2Thess2:1-4) where it is also most effective in subversion of Jehovah’s witnesses and others. In prophecy apostasy always

develops in the central leadership of the respective time of the development. This is why Bethel diverts attention to common opposers,

whistleblowers or stumbled sheep as the locations of the “apostasy” thereby diverting attention away from themselves.

4. Bethel actually now inadvertently builds faith in the final prophecy once they are recognized for who they really are, King North 8th King allies

and the required final apostate signal to lead to the final temple judgment desolation and purification. (Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5; Zech3:1-5);

In line with the apostasy and the prophecy overall, Bethel’s downfall will aid the final cycle explanation as their role in

will go public in time, guaranteed by God and His prophecy, with full disclosure of what Bethel has been up to these last 40



years, 20 of which have been in full rogue apostasy. (Rev8:10-12);

5. Bethel is it’s own version of a globalized apostasy at the last developmental point of prophetic truth subverted after the first two UN placements

were successfully exposed by Jehovah’s witnesses from shortly after 1919 to 1969. It is the 1976 “Governing Body” that is the incept cell of

corruption achieving dictatorial Bethel power to achieve this end “gradually given over”. (Dan8:12);

Nationalism and Globalism in World Systems

The Bible differentiates between nationalist and globalist power.

1. Prophecy also shows the globalist power system is after and supercedes the national based system by controlling it. (Dan11:42-43) This is why the

8th King official ascension is after the 7th King national declination in total climax of world power ultimate meaning. The Anglo-American national

alliance system is the “7th King”, the seventh head of the “wildbeast from the sea”. (Rev13:1)

A. The “two horned wildbeast” globalist elite wildbeast is not a “7th King”, it is merely the pinnacle controlling part of the whole 8th King “scarlet

wildbeast” globalist system it is part of by being the globalist “seventh head” of that system and the main world government architects. It did have

formative basis in the seventh head national system. The “two horned wildbeast” globalist elite wildbeast is also part of the “King North” and “King

of Fierce Countenance” identical meaning of that 8th King world government as the complete globalist and national collective final conglomeration.

2. The world system real world power polarity also shows and documents the development of the national governments and an international

development of world government based upon different systems national and globalist that are the final global power polarity. Thus world power

development is mirroring the prophetic forecast of world government fully describing it in this final globalist ascension period.

A. That 8th King world government ascension (Rev11:7) is upon the decline of national based world power, the globalization of military, and the

decline of national financial viability of those national systems. (Dan11:42-43);

3. Thus the final cycle is being setup and even some of the world’s secular researchers see it and write and speak about it. Bethel ignores all this

unifying meaning of prophecy and world developments in late globalization culmination. Bethel is just trying to ride the delusion over Jehovah’s

witnesses out to the final cycle commencement and the planned downfall of the Bethel worldwide corporate complex and it’s now profaned and UN

NGO so-called “ministry”. (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-32, 41; Zech3:2);

Nationalism and Globalism in Prophecy

The entire national-to-globalist power development is contained in very little Bible prophecy in Daniel 2, 7, 8, 11, 12 and

Revelation 13 and 17.

1.Genesis 10-11, Exodus and other prophecy provide the record of the national roots of today’s national system. Other prophecy adds needed

details into this prophetic framework, Daniel and Revelation give it a structured framework.

2. Genesis 11:1-4 notes an original world government attempt that was altered by God that formed the original national dispersion that eventually

regrouped to reform today’s final world government development (Gen11:1-8, Zeph3:8-9). Thus it is all related to the same world rulership theme.

3. Through Daniel’s continuation of this national progression, to  Revelation and their globalization culmination to world government the Genesis

10-11 roots development under Nimrod is actually the ultimate world government roots of the whole development.

A. Modern world government is just revisiting the original world government aspirations of Nimrod and those peoples, that was merely scattered

and delayed by God (Gen11:1-8) to again reformulate at the end of the overall post deluge 4000 years of national development to form the final

world government globalized basis of world power, once fully under 8th King control.

4. There is not really that much prophecy to analyze to prove all this in some world history basics. World history, modern globalization and

foundational and modern UN developments, since especially 1990, merely aid validation of the basic prophecy and then some.

Thus it is not difficult to register the “seven headed wildbeast” national progression to it’s actual past history, to the

modern identity and to the zenith of the 7th King “seventh head” Anglo-American national system, and the eventual

transference of national world power into it’s 8th King globalist super-sovereign final power.

5. That globalist sovereign absorption and final sovereign transference coming in the final cycle, that completes in the final cycle of prophecy and

world history in the making, is the culmination of the prophecy and the final global world government conglomeration and sovereign statement

development (1Thess5:1-3) triggering a fully enabled Christ arrival. (Rev16:13-16; 17:11-18);

6. Thus tracking a now easy to see “seven headed” national progression in world history is important, for prophecy outlined that whole

development from it’s national roots of Genesis 10-11, and it connects as well to the final globalist developments that revisit the Genesis 11 root

development. But it is all far more detailed in Daniel and Revelation live and real-time to modern globalization developments.
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Lawless Bethel Obstacles Removed in the Temple Judgment

It is Bethel that is stalling this 8th King completion and final cycle awareness.

1. And it is Bethel that will be removed to allow the required updates to come forth. (Rev9-10; Zech3:4-7); Of course that will be a milestone temple

event. (Dan8:13-14) And by the reliability of that national sovereign forecast, the required final globalization also in prophecy is now also reliable

and important to understand to finalize the story of world power. It is important to know the temple judgment will also signal the beginning of the

final cycle in it’s spiritual dimension of prophetic continuum requirement. (Rev8-11)

2. Bethel undermines and discredits this reliability in their scandals (Dan11:32-35; 2Pet2:1-3) and UN NGO side covenants and that is also how they

form the basis of a required and foretold judgment (2Thes2:11-12). That marked temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 in time results in the “right

condition” purification (Dan8:14) and the recovery of the final ministry (Rev8-9; Zech3:1-7) as the final 8th King cycle is active but takes some

years to unfold to world government culmination.

By causing some to doubt the foundational ministry and prophecy, Bethel minimizes prophetic research and study and

reduces faith in the prophecy certainty.

3. Bethel couples that diversion with organizational over busy-ness, accepted authoritative claims, and threat of spiritual destruction in an

organizational inquisition, quarantine isolationism, and lockdown on free thought and discourse. Bethel is home of spiritual tyrants in sheep skin

Anglo corporate garb, “smooth words” (Dan11:32a) and pretty visuals. It is little wonder JWs are in a 40 year coma, as per prophecy (Rev8:10-11;

2Cor11:13-15; 2Pet2:1-3), the ultimate modern anti-Christ “Governing Body” celebrity-tyrants now guide their ministry. (2Thess2:1-4)

4. No wonder the Bethel “man of lawlessness”, factional apostates and 8th King operatives are essentially doomed to meet God in the “morning” of

recovery of the temple judgment in whatever way Christ will neutralize them employing th angels present at all the temple judgment prophecies.

(Zech3:1-5; Mal3:1-5; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5; Rev9; Isa66:6; Zech6:1-8);

The modern apostate Bethel dictatorial state and it’s “Governing Body” “tyrants” now exist on borrowed marked time.

(zech3:4-5; Dan8:13-14);

Temple Judgment Details

(Daniel 8:13-14) … “How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO

alliance Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (first 8th King

“trampling” So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly

be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

1. Daniel 8:13-14 unique temple judgment and timed signal parallels Revelation 8:3-5 temple judgment prophetic replication activating the whole

Revelation 8-11 final “seven trumpets” sequence. The temple judgment will provide a spiritual sigal when it’s time period activates in earnest. It is

the UN NGO and other lawlessness accounting time. (2Thess2:11-12; Zech3:1-3);

A. The first four of those seven trumpets (Rev8:6-12) reveal the temple judgment meaning to Jehovah’s witnesses “earth”. The Bethel apostasy and

all it is covering up (Rev8:10-11) affecting “1/3″ of the overall ministry (Rev8:12) and it’s “constant feature” profanation are all explained in time of

temple post-purification. (Dan11:31a; Zech3:3);

2. By this we know the Daniel 8:14 “evening” and “morning” is also a phasing of spiritual darkness to enlightenment. The “evening” precedes the

“morning” as a phasing of profanation to purification and most likely also underlays the “2300″ units.

3. The “evenings and mornings” also refer to the “constant feature” and it’s removal as referenced in the “evening” and “morning” implication as

applied to the daily sacrifice. But the “evening” portion of the 2300 “evenings and mornings” as 2300 or 1150 days (for it is cryptic for us to pay

attention to the Bethel downfall or “constant feature” removal marker), it also means Jehovah’s witnesses have to endure a required period of

darkness.

A. That is the Revelation 9 “abyss” state, the darkness of the temple desolation of the “trampling” of Daniel 8:13. It must run it’s course first.

(Hos6:1-3; Isa37:30-31);

4. The “transgression causing desolation” is ultimately the UN NGO wildbeast covenant that Bethel concluded and that accounting is what must be

meted out upon the same Bethel worldwide organization as part of the anointed Christian judgment that actually defines the “temple” “judgment”

meaning.

A. This is also what apostate-to-infiltrated (Dan8:12, 11:41) Bethel operatives know (Isa36:10; Hos1:4-7) they have ensured in that “transgression

causing desolation” empowered by that UN NGO covenant which to most Jehovah’s witnesses seems as but an “innocent” “library card” UN library

access. Instead it is a guaranteed “desolation” “trampling” in the Daniel 8:13 divine decree.



B. But in the foresight of God it signals the final cycle commencement to eventually be made globally known by the ministerial recovery that

accounting will enable. (This is shown in the prophecy later in this article);

5. Thus all these 8th King final preparations Bethel ignores and their own apostate condition are setting up great coming events that are actually

already in the same prophecies Bethel is derailing the understanding of.

6. Bethel’s downfall prepared from within (Dan11:41) and without (Matt24:15, Luke21:20) will mark the coming “strange deed” of God:

(Isaiah 28:21) For Jehovah will rise up just as at Mount Perazim, he will be agitated just as in the low plain near Gibeon, that

he may do his deed—his deed is strange—and that he may work his work—his work is unusual.

7. It is Bethel’s initial judgment as claimant but apostate anointed Christian association that is foregleamed in final fulfillment Hosea, Isaiah, Joel,

Amos and Micah.

Mark your calendar for all of the coming Bethel signal temple judgment events guaranteed to be notable in whatever way

it or they develop.

The Parallel Jehovah’s Witnesses Ministerial Apostasy and Cover Up Connection

Thus we ask, why have Jehovah’s witnesses stopped tracking modern globalist developments since the 3rd United Nations

placement of 1990 saying such a milestone towards world government is not prophetic or even significant?

Why does Bethel only ambiguously mention world government, but implies it is not prophetic?

Why doesn’t Bethel detail the final globalist 3rd and 4th UN 8th King progression easily seen in prophecy and world events

since 1990?

Why did Bethel join the UN 3rd placement development as UN NGO rather than start exposing these details?

Because Bethel is 8th King/King North controlled. Bethel is the home of the final signal apostasy (2Thess2:1-4).

1. That final apostasy develops after the 2nd UN placement (1945) in the modern progression of Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30-35, 41 parallel

developments marked by the 1990 era 3rd UN placement and the Bethel UN NGO compromise.

(Daniel 8:23) And in the final part of their kingdom (final 7th King and 8th King progression), as the transgressors act to a

completion (Bethel apostasy UN NGO marked), there will stand up (1990 3rd UN placement; Dan11:31b) a king fierce in countenance

(8th King) and understanding ambiguous sayings. (superior understanding and strategies; Dan11:36-39);

2. Bethel’s great apostasy (2Thess2:1-4) actually co-develops with the world and temple developments leading to the 3rd UN placement event

(Dan11:30-32a) of 1990. It is evident in their scandals and UN NGO from that same period as well. That apostate co-development is in prophecy

actually detailing all of it, the same Daniel 8 and 11 prophecies Bethel subverts with dated fictional diversions.

No wonder Bethel avoids explaining modern globalization since 1990 as world government forming and prophecy detailed

world developments, they are aiding world government developmental secrecy and disinformation.

3. Bethel will not comment on prophecies that self-incriminate them in the required apostasy of the prophecies of Daniel 8:12-13, 23a and Daniel

11:30-35, 41. Bethel will not comment on their 3rd UN placement participation in the “New World Order” JW global publication campaign as UN

NGO. (Awake! 9/8/1991);

4. Thus Bethel will not update the Daniel 8 and 11 applicable prophecies out of the World War 2 and Cold War USSR errors, because the real

“interpretation” reveals that the Bethel apostasy co-develops (Dan11:30-32a) to conceal the 3rd and 4th UN 8th King world government prophecies

of Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:11-25. (Dan8:12).

5. Bethel’s initially covert UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13), gone public by secular press exposure (10/2001), is really just

one development in the overall Bethel apostasy and it’s greater objectives. Bethel’s apostasy and infiltration has a great world government

concealing objective in addition to, and adding to it’s core UN NGO public transgression.

6. Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses are also concealing the final prophecy since 1990, and it’s 8th King identity and final cycle requirement of Daniel

11:42-45. JWs are helping subvert an important continuum of globalist tracking prophecy to aid world government development from being

connected to reliable certain prophecy and massive modern world events. That cover-up is aiding globalist secrecy now for twenty years of this

explicitly subverted ministerial error. (Dan8:12b)

Jehovah’s Witnesses Stall in Prophetic and Globalization Development Tracking and Commentary
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1. Jehovah’s witnesses by Bethel policy have tracked the progression of national world power to the Anglo-American national “seventh head”

“seventh king”. By 1969 the whole progression was fully connected to the Daniel and Revelation prophetic frameworks into two Bethel publications

in the 1963 “Babylon the Great Has Fallen” book and the 1969 “Then is Finished the Mystery of God” book. (These commentaries were what was

compiled into the 1989 Revelation Grand Climax book. The understanding predates that book);

2. But now Bethel and JWs have stopped tracking the globalist world power developments since 1990 and the post Cold War 3rd United Nations

placement in “New World Order” mode in that year. (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23a);

3. Now obviously Bethel also wants Jehovah’s witnesses to believe the 7th King Anglo-American national power is the final “king” of world power:

The Watchtower June 15, 2012 – Article: Jehovah is a Revealer of Secrets, Paragraph 19

We are living in the days of the seventh head. No more heads will appear on this beast before it is annihilated. The

Anglo-American World Power will be the dominant world power when false religion is eradicated. The prophecies of

Daniel and John have been fulfilled to the smallest detail. We can be confident that the destruction of false religion

and the battle of Armageddon will soon come. God has revealed these details in advance. Will we pay attention to

the prophetic warnings? (2 Pet. 1:19) Now is the time to take sides with Jehovah and to support his Kingdom.—Rev.

14:6, 7.

4. That no more “heads” appear on this beast is true. But the whole scarlet wildbeast body has a meaning too. Instead 8th King world government is

what must manifest fully as that whole wildbeast global “body”. The whole thing. Instead the whole “8th King” world government appears as the

whole full bodied “scarlet wildbeast”, well beyond just the United Nations “image” in scale and power. As we see Bethel cleverly bypasses this

obvious fuller meaning of the 8th King and the entire “scarlet wildbeast” totality, for it is world government.

5. There is an 8th King, it is just not an “8th head”, it is the entire globalized “scarlet wildbeast”. The whole “scarlet wildbeast” global totality is the

8th King that will appear on the world scene as world government. That fact is being concealed purposely as theological policy by UN NGO aligned

apostate Bethel as shown in this recent Watchtower logic.

6. Bethel is promoting the illusion the 7th King Anglo-American national power is the last world power to develop in prophecy while also claiming

the UN “image” is as far as the UN will progress towards world government. The 8th King world government climax meaning is being totally

bypassed along with it’s final prophetic cycle.

A. We also see the premature end expectation being seeded along with this outright deception. “We can be confident” instead that there is more in

store in this Bethel apostasy and a final objective that is also foretold, but concealed by Bethel by this kind of “theological” override.

7. But in fact the prophecy tells a different story than does Bethel. And the prophecy identifies Bethel’s true condition, and why the apostasy forms

while all this is being covered up by it concurrently. The prophecy shows where the 7th King is headed, to become subservient to 8th King “King

North” world government. (Dan11:42-45);

In essence Bethel is bypassing the whole final cycle meaning, to aid bewilderment of Jehovah’s witnesses globally when

this really hits and starts, not ends, the final cycle.

Section II – 7th King National Subservience

The 7th King is Made Subservient Nationally to and Superceded by the 8th King World

Government

1. We know from the ultimate meaning of Daniel 11:42-43 the 7th King national world power system “south” in that “land of Egypt” does not escape

8th King King North “north” globalist domination, “she” becomes subservient to it.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not

prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the

desirable things of Egypt.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the

land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South/ 7th King) will not prove to be an escapee.

(captured by globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature clearly seen setup in the world today:) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will

actually rule over the hidden treasures (globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th

King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all “desirable things” of collective global national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full

globalist progressive ownership);
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2. Thus Bethel is promoting a delusion of a premature end, to attempt to bypass the final cycle requirement proof as long as possible. Bethel also

aids the concealment of the final cycle of prophecy of Daniel 11:42-45. That final cycle prophecy is the final world developments and final 8th King

cycle that produces world government 8th King culmination at the end of that fourth and final globalist cycle of the future. (Dan11:45; 12:11); (More

on Bethel’s main delusions)

3. The “two horned wildbeast” globalist elite “wildbeast” architects of world government 8th King totality are the dominant Anglo-American world

power, but globalist elite in dimension. This globalist world power system is independent of, but designing and using, national government in the

process for final deposition of that national government system into 8th King world government.

4. The “two horned wildbeast” is the 7th head globalist leaders of the seven headed “scarlet wildbeast” encompassing every globalist power in all the

nations to “give their power and authority” to this full bodied “scarlet wildbeast” world government finality. (Rev17:11-18);

In the financial and global wealth dimension is where the globalist “two horned wildbeast” is most recognizable, powerful,

researchable and driven for total global domination in this sector of world “power and authority” that defines the basis and

systems of sovereignty. (Dan11:42-43, Rev17:11-18); This is the next global culmination to manifest as Daniel 11:42-43 in the

future.

5. The entire seven headed [national] wildbeast of Revelation 13:1 must become the basis of the seven headed “scarlet wildbeast” absorbed by it’s

globalist world government super-sovereign culmination as Revelation 16:13-16 and Revelation 17:11-18.

6. World developments now indicate the seven headed national progression of prophecy that is now world history is not the end of the development

of world power and final rival world sovereignty.

7th King and 8th King Manifest at Same Time – The 8th King Dominates in the End

1. That national system “seventh head” Anglo-American manifestation has also started and become recognizable with the United Nations world

government forming cycles (Rev13:11-15) which appeared in 1919 as the League of Nations (Rev13:11-15).

2. The second 8th King manifestation occurred in 1945 as the United Nations (Rev17:8-11).

3. The 3rd 8th King manifestation occurred in 1990 as the United Nations “New World Order” “objective” (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23a).

4. This 8th King world government progression must have a fourth and final cycle in this development to world government (Dan11:42-45).

5. That world government prophetic and historic progression will also have a fourth and final cycle to activate on the world scene soon to produce

complete actual world government over some final years. (Dan11:42-45; Dan8:25) The 8th King totality of the “scarlet wildbeast”,  including but

beyond the United Nations “image” “of the wildbeast” in world power scope, is the world government completion and sovereign progression totality

Bethel is now diverting attention away from. (Rev17:11-18);

6. Thus Bethel purposely losing track of the 3rd and 4th UN placement is significant. It affects not just Jehovah’s witnesses but their audience and

other intelligence tracking entities in the global system who track JW publications and activities who could be made generically aware of globalist

reality. Thus the world government connection to Christ’s final arrival is not being made known as prophecy or significant global developments by

Bethel and that affects far more than just the dumbed down modern Jehovah’s witness.

The Main Apostate Bethel Diversions

1. According with this apostasy Bethel is not finishing the prophetic understanding into it’s final 8th King world government producing globalization

culmination in prophecy and world development.

A. The key diversion to note is ignoring the 1990 3rd UN placement as prophecy and it’s significant “New World Order” mantra of world

government.

2. Rather than expose that prophecy Bethel joined the 3rd UN global proclamation campaign as UN NGO. (Awake! 9/8/1991) This is why the

apostate co-development present in that same 3rd UN placement prophecy in Daniel 8:11-14, 23a and 11:30-32a is significant.

A. The 3rd UN placement is accompanied by a campaign of silence and subversion right from Bethel noteworthy (and prophetic) in the concealment

and downplaying of these significant events.

B. In this way “spiritual Israel” was adjoined to the “United Nations” by the Bethel “Government Body”. In the spiritual dimension, Jehovah’s

witnesses as a divine sovereign “Israel” designate nation of God, joined the United Nations at this time in deepest meaning of the Daniel 8:13

“transgression causing desolation”. The UN NGO is just the public and globally seen “tip of the iceberg” of this covenant.
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C. Of course apostate Bethel is not going to admit, but rather plausibly deny and justify this major foretold transgression that forms the basis of the

temple judgment which significance will also be hidden by apostate Bethel. This is the spiritual darkness consequence Jehovah’s witnesses are in

now (Dan8:12) which will climax in a period of organizational “trampling” and “desolation” in the Daniel 8:13 divine angel delivered temple

judgment decree. This is the Revelation 9 final fulfillment “abyss” state of darkness of divinely allowed and required judgment.

3. Bethel conceals the 8th King globalization developments accelerating in truly global fashion after 1990 as Bethel conceals the last two UN world

government forming developments of Daniel 11:30-45 as modern 8th King development in that “King North” symbol.

4. Bethel truncates the final globalization “gathering” meaning of Revelation 16:13-16 of 8th King world power that this final cycle to activate soon,

and the post 1990 developments preceding it, have been leading and will lead to the culmination of in 8th King world government at the end of the

final cycle.

5. Bethel covers up the comprehensive UN four cycle continuum meaning of the prophetic development of United Nations based world government

in prophecy and world developments.

6. Bethel conceals it’s own final apostasy (2Thess2:1-4; Dan11:32a), and engineers prophetic error to cover up their own “operation of error”

(2Thess2:1-4; Zech3:1-3) in addition to these other subversions.

7. Bethel’s engineered complex of prophetic deception, especially in post 1990 globalization concealments and retained error in spite of modern

evidence, aids the development of a hoax by purposeful diversions, in Bethel’s “prophetic understanding”, that will instead aid the bewilderment of

Jehovah’s witnesses when the fourth cycle actually begins in earnest.

A. The 1919 based globalization development in eventually four final cycles contains also the prophecy of those final two 8th King developments

whose revelation is from the very prophecies Bethel is covering up with well engineered and retained fiction in Daniel 8 and 11.

B. Bethel is undermining the awareness and commentary of the final two UN cycles that are accompanied by great world evidence of final

globalization developments to form final world government over a critical final development cycle in prophecy and world globalization projections.

C. The Bible’s seven national power progression prophecies are what lead to the final 8th King globalist identity and final four UN manifestations

since 1919, 1945 and 1990 and the future final cycle details can now be known as actually leading to complete world government culmination over

this final cycle of Daniel 11:42-45.

8. Bethel covers up the financial dimension of the global national preparations for the globalization of wealth and assets as Daniel 11:42-43

background developments many researchers plainly see forming to culminate in the final cycle.

9. The final cycle final Kingdom warning to emerge from the temple judgment for the final replication of the 1260 days and it’s sovereign Kingdom

meaning is also lost to modern Jehovah’s witnesses due to the Bethel apostate success.

Section III – The National Power Progression

Overview of the Bible’s Tracking of the National Progression of World Power

1. The Bible not only maps thousands of years of the national sovereign progression as prophecy and world history, it names the needed names in

Babylon, Medo-Persian, and Greece specifically, in Daniel chapters 2 and 8, that allows registering this prophecy with world history and modern

world power developments from those times, through the Roman era to the modern Anglo-American national alliance state.

2. Thus those Babylon, Medo-Persian, and Greece national benchmarks are historically and prophetically established in Daniel to map prophecy

reliably from Daniel connecting it to Revelation’s parallels. We can now continue to the Roman world power and further to the modern times of the

Anglo-American national 7th world power.

A. The named national benchmarks of Daniel 2:38, 8:20-21 allow Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece to be connected to the Rome of the Apostles

John’s day by name in their historic ascendancy and after. (Rev17:10);

Those former prophecies are now world histories, the national progression of prophecy and world history is completed

now.

3. That feature of prophecy continues to, through, and after the final human produced globalization process to culminate into 8th King world

government at the end of the final prophetic cycle of all Bible history, superceding all these national powers.

4. This is why and how the 8th King is to complete into full globalization of world government. The national progression was the link to the last

world power, the King North top of world power ascendancy.
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Reviewing the national progression maturity and final trajectory now, is useful to see the 8th King and it’s four UN cycle

co-progression as they converge for the final cycle leading to 8th King world government.

Seven National World Powers Outlined in Prophecy That is Now World History

Reliably all prophecy will become world history as the national progression of seven world powers shows

prophecy has become predominantly world history already.

The book of Exodus and other prophetic records allow us to connect the rise and fall of (1) Egypt and  (2) Assyria to the ascension of (3) Babylon of

Daniel’s time. Thus the overall seven national power progression that is forming can be reliably registered to history. Now the progression of (1)

Egypt, (2) Assyria, (3) Babylon, (4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome is reliable in world history and the prophetic forecasts of Daniel and

Revelation.

To connect the seventh head national power in this continuum in the (7) Anglo-American national alliance is to look at modern European and world

history and their own “super power” claims. It is obvious who the modern Anglo-American world power has become in the progression of th seven

world powers of national dimensions.

Thus the national power progression is well founded and complete:

1. Egypt

2. Assyria

3. Babylon

4. Medo-Persia

5. Greece

6. Rome

7. Anglo-America

But national power and it’s limited blocs and alliances is not the true culmination of Bible prophecy or world government

development in the world scene.

The global conglomeration (Rev16:13-16) is to be a unified “united nations” of all national power globalized into final 8th King “image” and full

“scarlet wildbeast” world government globally implemented for real. Prophecy also tracks this final part of world history before it completes.

This is also why Bethel’s diversion is so indicative and significant (Dan8:12; Dan11;31a), they are ignoring the obvious climax here, they ignore the

logical conclusion as well as it’s prophetic counterpart. Bethel must be compromised (Dan11:41) to be doing this in a twenty year period of

increasing undeniable globalization evidence and a final cycle requirement even the world researchers are understanding and speaking about more

clearly than ever before.

Bethel purposely defies the overwhelming logic of the main objective of globalism and globalization: culmination into

world government.

National System Power Completes to Form the Basis of Globalist World Power Yet to Complete

Thus the national power progression is not the end of the story of world power, it is just a means to a world government end – there is a true

globalized 8th King that must also finalize in like manner of the national progression before it. It is the seven world power national progression that

led in time to the 8th King “image” and eventual world government at the end of the fourth and final cycle of prophecy outlining this ascension and

the world history it will become.

It is also the logical progression of the seven world power whole nation-state global system in progressive development that sets the theme of a

finalization of that evolution – it never has been static and it certainly is still dynamic and leading to a culmination now.

National power naturally evolves into world government, it is just part of the logical progression of power to an apex

system.

That cannot occur overnight or next year, or the year after that. (written 6/2014). Logically and proven the final cycle must take some YEARS to

complete, it is not the Bethel “slam dunk” “end of the world” delusion sold to JWs to aid world government developmental secrecy and significance.

Thus Bethel’s “prophetic interpretation” since after 1990 fossilized in error, and it’s sheer but purposeful ignorance denying in omission plainly

logical system dynamics to completion and it’s evidentiary development has an objective of making none of this reality known.

Bethel ignores true world reality as policy.

It is a Biblically mapped progression to final globalist world power as complete globalization into world government that ALSO is in the prophecy

during and after the national seven world power progression proceeds and completes in the 7th King system.



The Bible Identifies the Globalist Realm of World Power

1. Revelation 17:8-18, Daniel 8:23-25, Daniel 11:42-45-12:11 all contain globalizing forms of final world power in their late-national progressions

that progressively evolve into full world government over the final prophetic cycle of the future.

2. Daniel 11:27-45 splits the world power polarity into it’s global basis of national “south” and globalist “north” final interacting developments.

3. Revelation 17:11-18 and Revelation 16:12-16 all have basic meanings of the consolidation and conglomeration of final globalist world super-

sovereign “power and authority” and full globalization “gathering” finality.

4. Daniel 11:42-43 is a explicit wealth and asset globalization progression upon the literal “gold” basis of world wealth and sovereign power to result

in the final cycle. Daniel 11:42-43 is to be a recognizable dynamic of the final cycle commencement and progression to 8th King wealth and asset

control globally made official.

5. There is also an 8th King, AFTER the 7th King. This is now more obviously 8th King globalization as the last world power in the world

government form. 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 world “peace and security” is a global statement of 8th King world government final hegemony.

6. The “8th King” meaning is what all prophetic sovereign symbology of the Bible converges into, even in prophecy it all converges like the real

world sovereign consolidation it is outlining into the 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” finality and totality, prophecy mirrors the reality.

7th King and 8th King Co-Development

1. It is shown in 1914-1919 that the 7th King Anglo-American national alliance “seventh head” of the “wildbeast” does appear with the 1919 globalist

“League of Nations” global placement of the 8th King designate in foundational form. (Rev13:11-15) They both manifested at approximately the

same time, within five years.

2. The 8th King designate does develop with the 7th King national and globalist guidance system, but it culminates further to absorb all the wealth

and it’s global sovereign counterpart (Dan11:42-43), including that of the national 7th King “King South” national based system.

3. In time this logical convergence forming ultimate world power actually explains itself, even some parts of world research are explaining the world

government development. Bethel is the one that keeps it separated from reliable prophecy. Thus the secular evidence and record is never used to

affirm prophecy, nor prophecy to affirm globalization, it is also staying disconnected by Bethel’s purposeful backwardness.

4. The the 8th King supercedes the 7th King national system completion (and deposition in sovereign subservience; Rev17:11-18). The 7th King is

NOT “co ruling” with the 8th King, the 8th King system is co-developing with the 7th King zenith to guide it’s transference into 8th King global

sovereign culmination. Everything global that followed the 7th King up, will follow the 7th King down, and back up again (Isa41:1) into 8th King

world government.

5. The 7th King national power and it’s “two horned wildbeast” globalist elite guidance system aids the 8th King development (Rev13:16-18) since

inception of Revelation 13:11-15. The 7th King and whole global collective national power systems must be made subservient, “fallen”, absorbed

into the 8th King. (King North checkmate Dan11:42-43);

6. This is why the 7th King is number seven, and why the 8th King is numerically numbered 8, it is placed after the 7th King in final culmination

because the 8th King is the last world power, a globalist world government. (Dan12:11); The United Nations “image” is just the 3 phased steps in

1919, 1945 and 1990 to fourth phase future world government.

The Globalist Independent Private Two-Horned Wildbeast

1. The Bible even specifically identifies the “two horned wildbeast” as an independent wildbeast altogether, that exercises the full authority of

national progressive wildbeast through the seventh head Anglo-American national system:

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another (independently bodied globalist) wild beast ascending out of the earth (from the established

national political system), and it had two horns (dual Anglo-American world power based) like a lamb (righteous veneer), but it began

speaking as a dragon. (but speaks the Rev12 Dragon’s agenda) 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first (national seven headed)

wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast (supports nationalism as a

divisionary aid), whose death-stroke got healed. (uses post WW recovery “admirable” effect. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8)) 13 And it performs

great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind.

2. But it is the globalist elite technocracy and super-oligarchy, not the national political system puppets, that engineers the idea and “image” of the

United Nations as a schematic of world government, an “image” blueprint of it, not yet the real world government entity. (Rev13:11-15; 17:11-18;

Dan11:45) Logically that comes at the end of it’s developmental phasing fourth cycle (Dan11:42-45) as seen in all 4 UN cycles foretold and on the

world scene in notable manner after various world wars, hot and cold, resolved in (1) 1919, (2) 1945, (3) 1990 and the future resolution into world
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government.

3. That “two horned wildbeast” globalist elite system is not deposed, but is the central authority of the 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” as it’s chief

guide, architect and seventh head counterpart in principle for it is a completely detached and separate wildbeast unto itself. (Rev13:11-15) The Bible

prophecy of this development identifies features that later secular research affirms is the case in Globalism’s creators – the Globalists – an actual

global reality of a progressive centralized “body” of elite power and the globalizing agenda.

4. The “two horned wildbeast” veritable secrecy aids the development’s inception, as we see the “two horned wildbeast” draws no worship to itself,

for many do not realize this dimension of international power actually exists in organized form. It truly is a well kept secret, but it is revealed by

many researchers in many ways in it’s developmental history and it’s public elitist organizations are well known by many.

5. Though in the minority, many people now know of elite globalist world authority due to their chief institutions and organizations being known at

international scale in historic development of global finance, military and globalist technocracy and the many researchers and writers who have

described these organs of globalization and their historic developments. (Luke 21:25-26)

6. It is not a “conspiracy theory”, it is the developmental public history of globalism and the international banking/finance driving system and it’s

globalist supporters with over 300 years of root development in the central banking sector. The international central banking record and it’s role in

the globalization of capital investment markets, enforced dependency and US Dollar global infusion, to name but a few sectors of influence, is

another powerful dimension of globalist supra-national histories.

7. In fact there is not a realm of “power and authority” in a national or global nation-state sense that does not have a globalist counterpart and

eventual controlling system already understanding it and preparing it’s final alignment into world government. It is these supra-national

administrations internationally that congeal into an actual world government. Nothing remains untouched by globalization – not even Bethel in it’s

8th King dimension. (Dan11:30-32, 41).

8. The 7th King nation-state system leading the post 1990 globalization of all the nations is designed to be absorbed into the final 8th King world

governmental system and to lead the rest of the nations, in the same manner as the former nation-state development, into that ultimate “gathering”

crystallization (Rev16:13-16) of globalized “power and authority” in world government (Rev17:11-18) just as it already aligned them in the United

Nations.

The 7th King is not deposed at Armageddon, but into 8th King domination, the 8th King totality is what is deposed at

Armageddon.

8th King World Government Totality in Prophecy Symbology

1. It is logical and inevitable the 8th King is the end of human world power progressions. The 8th King is globalist, utilizing all the nations. Divided

national powers are not the culmination of world power, the globalized 8th King world government global unification is.

2. Thus as national sovereign power converges into globalist world government, so do all the Biblical national progressions converge into final 8th

King power.

(1.) The Daniel 2 “immense image” totality is the 8th King world government.

(2.) The Daniel 8:23-25 “King of Fierce Countenance” is the final 8th King world government progression of the 3rd and 4th UN placements into

world government.

(3.) King North from Daniel 11:27-45 is the whole 8th King ascension, especially marked since the Cold War ended (Dan11:29) into it’s 3rd UN

placement of Daniel 11:31b, to it’s 4th 8th King King North world government progression of Daniel 11:42-45 of the near future.

(4.) The whole “scarlet wildbeast” is the complete 8th King world government worldwide system implementation at the end of the final cycle.

(5.) The “fourth beast” of Daniel 7 is the whole Roman-to-Anglo national development and base of Anglo “small horn” ascension that formed the

subsequent Anglo-American globalist elite “two horned wildbeast” guiding 8th King world government we can connect by other prophetic and world

system information.

3. Thus the entire sovereign national-to-global prophetic framework has a final world government convergence and a fully harmonized final

meaning upon a comprehensive global unification pictured in all these prophetic progressions to 8th King world government.

This necessary and foretold completion of 8th King final rival sovereignty is what triggers the arrival of Jesus Christ and

the Kingdom of God Messianic Kingdom 144000 completion to depose that rival sovereign permanently.

Thus all national development converges into 8th King world government.
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National Power Convergence into 8th King World Government

1. National power and globalist power differs in scope and finality in the Bible progression as shown in prophecy and it’s sovereign principles. For

example it is globalization that forms the “gathering” power of Revelation 16:13-16 of all the national powers.

2. National power leads to globalist power. Globalist power is truly the worldwide scope of world rulership beyond nation-state power meaning. This

is very important to understand as more in final development than just the United Nations foundational “image” at work here. That UN “image” too

is just a progressive step to complete world government, what the “8th” “King” really means:

(Revelation 17:10-11) And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is (Rome), the

other has not yet arrived (Anglo-America), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. (deposed into 8th King world

government) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king] (world government in culmination), but

springs from the seven (globalist 8th King based on the national previously outlined power progression), and it goes off into

destruction. (Rev19:19-21; Dan2:31-45);

3. The United Nations international forum of many nations was a step, actually three so far, towards actual world government conglomerating all of

the national powers to be defined in also globalized administrations in complete world government, world finance and wealth, and world military

globalization as the core final “power and authority” development. (Rev17:11-18);

The Globalizing World Power Progression in Prophecy

National power forms the basis of globalist power.

1. In world power completion the national power progression must be superceded and absorbed by the globalized final form of world government –

the true full 8th King.

2. It is globalist power that also has a progression just as reliably mapped in prophecy that is only 3/4′s the way to completion, that is, three of the

four 8th King forming cycles have manifested, three of them have fulfilled and manifested already in 1919, 1945 and 1990.

3. The Bible foretells all four 8th King formative placements since 1919 in progress to complete 8th King world government power.

The Four 8th King World Government Producing Cycles of Prophecy and World History

1. 1919 – Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;

A. International Bible Students Association (IBSA) explained as prophecy;

2. 1945 – Rev17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;

A. Jehovah’s Witnesses (JW) explained as prophecy;

Unknown and officially unstated by Jehovah’s witnesses:

3. 1990 – Daniel 11:31b as United Nations “New World Order” Initiative after WW3 (Cold War) (Dan11:29);

A. Covered up by Bethel as UN NGO, not explained as prophecy by any religious group;

4. Future – Daniel 11:45; Daniel 8:25; (Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment) as United Nations and World Government after 4th world

tribulation/war cycle to come.

A. Not currently explained by Bethel in lieu of a premature “end of the world” deception.

B. To be explained after the JW temple judgment desolation, purification and removal of lawless Bethel engineered subversion (2Thess2:1-4;

Dan11:30-31; Dan8:11-13);

7th King National Zenith into 8th King Globalist Ascension Forming

1. We can note the foundation Anglo-American national alliance was made official around the time of the first 8th King development as the 1919

League of Nations manifestation in world government intent.

2. Thus the “two horned wildbeast” that is the chief global engineer of the “League of Nations” as first rendition world government is also identified.

That secretive “two horned wildbeast” is the Anglo-American globalist elite system now being exposed that uses the Anglo-American national basis
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That secretive “two horned wildbeast” is the Anglo-American globalist elite system now being exposed that uses the Anglo-American national basis

for it’s main developmental platform:

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another wild beast (but globalist focused) ascending out of the earth (of an established political

system), and it had two horns (Anglo and American) like a lamb (deceptive presentation), but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it

exercises all the authority of the first (national seven headed) wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell

in it worship the first (national system) wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. (the recovery principle) 13 And it performs great

signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads

those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the (national) wild beast,

while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an (League of Nations) image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and

yet revived. (this “image” continues in development to the United Nations and after) 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the

image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not

in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

3. Now history in modern times affirms prophecy that the ascension of the full dual horned 7th head Anglo-American national alliance based world

power is tied to the foundation manifestation of the League of Nations globalist world government development at the same approximate era in

history. Now the seven world power national progression maturing fully in the Anglo-American national power seventh king, also forms the

beginning post world war manifestation pattern of the globalist 8th King power system it is producing for eventual global national conglomeration.

(Rev16:13-16);

The Problem to Solution Formula

1. In the “sword stroke…revived” and “death-stroke got healed” principle, the 8th King “solution” always follows a “sword stroke” world war

“problem”, even after the Cold War for the third UN manifestation, as the world recovery “healing” world government promoting system. After

three renditions of this world-war-to-world-government cycle it is now formulaic and predictable because the process has repeated and it is

successful in it’s objective and will continue to be so guaranteed by prophecy as well.

2. We know when the globalist “two horned wildbeast” began presenting it’s world government development in public presentation of the League of

Nations in 1919. In time we came to understand the role world war plays as the “problem” developed for which world government is the prescribed

“solution”. We know which globalist technocratic, finance and industrial power players guided these developments in all the combatant nations

participating in these global wars. And we know how the national arena serves as a great distraction away from who is actually engineering the whole

developments in the globalist centers of power.

3. This formerly nearly unknown globalist system is thus emerging in global research now describing what is really going on, it is not just the

prophecy, it is merely affirming principles present already in prophecy, but they are important concepts to be aware of.

4. Now anyone who claims the “it is conspiracy theory” exit strategy, is a person who has resisted personal research, because this information exists

in volumes and is based on histories of globalist development, public organizations and stated objectives regarding world government. Though

many times “theoretical”, the overall globalist and world government history does not meet the “conspiracy” definition, it is plainly spoken about

and described by even some globalists, it is merely not part of the mass media feeding menu so many people do remain unaware of this reality.

Tribulation Serves Multiple Purposes

1. The overall tribulation is engineered by the “disgusting thing” that “causes desolation” as part of the tribulatory context as already shown in world

war in modern times. But the “desolation” includes “war” in other forms such as psychological, economic and financial in addition and in tangent

with military dimensions. Since the globalist dimension is based on advanced understanding and sciences these dimensions are well known by this

power system because they lead the science. (Dan8:23-25, Dan11:36-39)

2. This is why we know the tribulation aspect is mainly engineered by the “disgusting thing” to serve it’s own greater purpose. God uses the context

for his own use (Rev15-16; Hag2:7) as the “tribulation of those days” meaning is of spiritual judgment in the context of 8th King operations

permitted for this purpose in Daniel 8:13 first and Daniel 11:1-7 later. Thus the overall “great tribulation” has varied finale meanings. (Matt24:21-

22; Matt24:29; Dan12:1) It will be converging in the final cycle.

(1.) By knowing the previous three patterns of world war resolved into an 8th King world government presentation in WW1, WW2, and Cold WW3

(a psychological dimension of nuclear war fear supposedly resolved), we know the coming grand finale of tribulation is severe but limited to serve

8th King global psychological preparation for the reception of their final world government presentation.

(2.) During the tribulation global conditions accelerate the 8th King wealth and power consolidation. Preparations of self protection systems are

made prior to tribulation activation to ensure the 8th King does not lose control of it’s own required final developmental systems. The complexity at

global scale of this process is to weaken and seize national systems mostly financially, but militarily where necessary within and without the systems

already under their control.

(3.) Tribulation provides the global “problem” context and system and psychological stressing necessary to aid the acceptance and even request by

some for the world government “solution”. It is a coercive and controlled tribulation and “desolation” designed to be resolved into the final world
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“peace and security” period that is actually empowered in the final wealth and power consolidation into 8th King control. (1Thess5:1-3, Dan11:42-

43)

(4.) The overall tribulation context of Daniel 11:42-45 activating Daniel 12:1, is a global signal milestone of Revelation 16 replication in final

fulfillment of Haggai 2:7 “rock the nations”. God uses “four trumpets” and “four plagues” in their comprehensive foursquare application globally in

the tribulation context for purposes of awareness for some people of the serious changes in “time and law” beginning to be attempted by 8th King

world government that will be successful to a timed limit. (Dan7:25, Dan12:7, 12:11)

(5.) Contrary to Bethel deceptions the “tribulation of those days” ends a spiritual judgment marker and the 8th King fourth tribulation cycle

designed to resolve into the final world government presentation. Matthew 24:29 is explicit on the tribulation ending. The period it ends into is the

Christ arrival and sheep separation work that results in the 144000 completion and final sheep securement prior to the absolute end phase of the

8th King. (Matt24:30-31; Rev6:12-17). It is marked by the final world government “placement” and final “two witnesses” final ministerial warning

removal of Daniel 12:11 and Revelation 11:7, Daniel 11:45, Daniel 8:25 parallel.

3. This is why the 8th King can produce a “freedom from care” world “peace and security” and yet “bring many to ruin” during that final “peace and

security” period. (Dan8:25, 11:45, 12:11, Rev11:7-10, Rev17:15-18) The tribulation brings the final portion of formerly resistant world power under

8th King sole control. In that kind of global system monopoly of government, wealth and military there is no formerly national check to the 8th

King agenda. And that is when things will reach a new level of potential power, not in just recovery power but in destructive power, both can be

applied by an 8th King system in uni-polar power at the pinnacle of their wealth and domination.

4. This is another reason why Jesus Christ must arrive in this period for “if those days were not cut shirt, no flesh would be saved” (Matt24:21-22).

This is because the Satanic dimension in the “Gog of Magog” meaning will be the entity that can potentially end up overriding the 8th King system

for it’s own ultimate purpose.

5. We have to know from the Bible and logic, ultimately Satan and the 8th King have a different awareness of what is ultimately coming. (Rev19:19-

21; 20:1-3) Satan knows full well he “has a short period of time” and the “abyss” is where he must be sent. Though the top 8th King authorities may

understand this, the people in the system they control have a different outlook regarding the future of world government or the world system itself.

6. In this difference of reality is the logic Satan has a final purpose that many in the 8th King system do not know the final power ascension is to

attempt to meet Satan’s ultimate destructive objective not the 8th King. (Eze38) In reality Satan knows neutralization is what is coming (Rev20:1-3),

there is ultimately no future for human, ultimately demon, world government.

7. This is why final 8th King and Satanic projections ultimately differ in ultimate purpose. These are details Bethel conceals that emerge from the

awareness of the four final 8th King cycles and how it uses “desolations” to achieve it’s own ends.

Section IV – The Prophetic Basis of the Historic National Power

Progression

This section outlines the actual prophecies outlining the national world power progression from Genesis to

Daniel for reliable convergence into the Revelation applicable prophecies of Revelation 13 and 17 structured

symbolic national-to-global sovereign “wildbeast” final meanings.

Daniel 2, 7 and 8 Connection to Revelation 13 National Based Seven Headed Wildbeast

1. Daniel 2, 7 and 8 provide national benchmarks in Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece that connect to further global national

developments and register the same national parties in Revelation’s additional sovereign framework to this Daniel prophetic basis.

Daniel 7 and 8 provides Medo-Persian and Grecian national historic connections to the start of the “King South” and “King North”

progression of Daniel 11. 

(Revelation 13:1) And it stood still upon the sand of the sea. And I saw a (national system) wild beast ascending out of the sea

(Genesis 10 global pool of humanity), with ten horns (humanly complete system) and seven heads (a spiritually permitted and complete

progression of the seven centers of national world power), and upon its horns ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names.

2. The “sea” is the historic national development from Genesis 10′s 70 nations.

(Genesis 10:1) And this is the history of Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth. Now sons began to be born to them after the

deluge…

(As noted earlier Genesis 10 quickly led to the Genesis 11:1-8 first world government attempt.)
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3. Daniel is the unique first prophetic and historic recording of a set of national sovereign progressions as a prophecy framework to lead to globalist

power finality. Daniel and Revelation converge and form the only complete sovereign progression of prophecy.

Daniel 2 First Structured Sovereign Basis of the Bible Record

1. Since we know the Egyptian and Assyrian background in Israel’s history to have arrived to the time of Babylon in prophecy and world history,

this progression of power into an “immense image” has a starting benchmark in Babylon for the purpose of this super-sovereign total “immense

image” and it’s national parts (and eventually it’s whole meaning as a totality of “immense image” world government):

(Daniel 2:31-35) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image. (the globalized total meaning of the

“image”) That image, which was large and the brightness of which was extraordinary, was standing in front of you, and its

appearance was dreadful. 32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold (Babylon), its breasts and its arms were of silver

(Medo-Persia), its belly and its thighs were of copper (Greece), 33 its legs were of iron (Rome), its feet were partly of iron and

partly of molded clay. (Anglo-American national system) 34 You kept on looking until a stone (Messianic Kingdom) was cut out not

by hands, and it struck the image on its feet of iron and of molded clay  (last point of development nationally; the “7th King”) and

crushed them. 35 At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together (world

government), crushed and became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no

trace at all was found of them. And as for the stone that struck the image, it became a large mountain (Messianic Kingdom) and

filled the whole earth.

2. Although Egypt and Assyrian power led to Babylon, Babylon is the benchmarked beginning of a unique world power progression marked by the

cessation of the Davidic line of Judean kings, and this is why Babylon is the “head of Gold” of this “immense image”. They began a special permitted

period of complete rival subjugation of Israel that was to have greater symbolic meaning as time went on.

(Daniel 2:36-38) “This is the dream, and its interpretation we shall say before the king. 37 You, O king, the king of kings, you

to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the might, and the strength and the dignity, 38 and into whose hand he

has given, wherever the sons of mankind are dwelling, the beasts of the field and the winged creatures of the heavens, and

whom he has made ruler over all of them, you yourself are the head of gold. (Babylon);

3. The fact Babylon started the dethronement of God’s appointed Davidic kings of the line of Judah is what marks Babylon’s rulership as a unique

expression of divine allowance. (Luke 21:24; Dan4); This unique feature of Babylonian national world power is also why the “immense image” is a

climactic symbology of defiance of God’s Kingdom and Messianic Kingdom “stone” earthly agency also scheduled for 144000 completion.

4. This scale of defiance is also how Babylon as the masculine “head of gold” also pictures the top guiding globalist element of the 8th King guidance

system in the globalist “two horned wildbeast” masterminding of world government. This is why this unique first prophetic benchmark of the Bible

and it’s comprehensive structured prophetic symbology is provided, it does connect in time to globalist world government formation and final

conflict for global sovereignty with God’s Kingdom, by God’s Messianic Kingdom agency.

5. Daniel 2 is the most generalized yet specific prophecy in the Daniel 2,7,8,11 and 12 progression so it forms simple basis of overall progressive to

complete “immense image” “standing” meaning.

Daniel 7 Roman-to-Anglo-to-Globalist Connection to Revelation 13 Seven Headed Wildbeast

1. Daniel 7 gets more specific in this national power progression. Daniel 7 gives further detail of the rise and fall of Babylon (first beast), Medo-

Persia (second beast), and Greece (third beast) to lead to the Roman-to-Anglo-American “ten horn” “ten king” world power based “fourth beast”

system as Rome declined as a world power but provided a global basis of further global development for the Anglo system.

Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece National Benchmark

(Daniel 7:2-3) “I happened to be beholding in my visions during the night, and, see there! the four winds of the heavens were

stirring up the vast sea. (Rev13:1) 3 And four (earthly complete national basis) huge beasts were coming up out of the sea, each

one being different from the others.

(Daniel 7:4) [Babylon] “The first one was like a lion, and it had the wings of an eagle. I kept on beholding until its wings were

plucked out, and it was lifted up from the earth and was made to stand up on two feet just like a man, and there was given to

it the heart of a man.

(Daniel 7:5) [Medo-Persia] “And, see there! another beast, a second one, it being like a bear. And on one side it was raised up,

and there were three ribs in its mouth between its teeth; and this is what they were saying to it, ‘Get up, eat much flesh.’

(Daniel 7:6) [Greece] “After this I kept on beholding, and, see there! another [beast], one like a leopard, but it had four wings

of a flying creature on its back. And the beast had four heads, and there was given to it rulership indeed.



First Small Horn Reference

1. Now we even have the Anglo “small horn” implied ‘ 8th horn’ root of globalist development by Daniel 7:7-8. This is the Roman-to-Anglo root

globalist power basis that relates to Revelation 13:1, 11-15:

(Daniel 7:7-8) [Roman to Anglo-American National Based World System and Globalist Root "Small Horn"] “After this I kept

on beholding in the visions of the night, and, see there! a fourth beast (four is an earthly foursquare completion symbol), fearsome

and terrible and unusually strong. And it had teeth of iron, big ones. It was devouring and crushing, and what was left it was

treading down with its feet. And it was something different from all the [other] beasts that were prior to it, and it had ten

horns. (the uniqueness will continue in this root development) 8 I kept on considering the horns, and, look! another horn, a small

one (Anglo national power/root globalist power), came up in among them, and there were three of the first horns that were

plucked up from before it. (The “small horn” is also an “8th horn” parallel principle of the 8th King developers (Rev13:11-15)) And, look!

there were eyes like the eyes of a man in this horn, and there was a mouth speaking grandiose things. (world government intent

statements start coming forth from England. Anglo globalist elites are the source of world government development that America in time becomes

part of for “two horned” significance in Revelation 13:11);

(Daniel 7:19-20) “Then it was that I desired to make certain concerning the fourth beast, which proved to be different from

all the others, extraordinarily fearsome, the teeth of which were of iron and the claws of which were of copper, which was

devouring [and] crushing, and which was treading down even what was left with its feet; 20 and concerning the ten horns

that were on its head (a complete national power symbolic array; Rev17:11-13), and the other [horn] that came up and before which

three fell (establishing Anglo national and empire dominance), even that horn that had eyes and a mouth speaking grandiose things

(world government, global domination) and the appearance of which was bigger than that of its fellows. (in time integrates the

American system as an ally of the British empire);

(Daniel 7:23-24) “This is what he said, ‘As for the fourth beast, there is a fourth kingdom that will come to be on the earth

(and becomes a basis of world government development from Roman aided understanding and systems), that will be different from all the

[other] kingdoms (not only was the Roman system different, the globalist system it eventually bears by Anglo-American zenith national power

will also be different, complete globalized world government); and it will devour all the earth and will trample it down and crush it.

24 And as for the ten horns, out of that kingdom there are ten kings that will rise up; (a symbolic completeness of human national

power) and still another one will rise up after them, and he himself will be different from the first ones, and three kings he

will humiliate. (the “8th horn” Anglo globalist root);

Daniel 8 Reiterates Daniel 7 “Small Horn” Progress For an Important Reason

1. Daniel 8 picks up Medo-Persia and Greece from another symbolic angle, and provides the specific national naming to establish

the national progression reliably. (Dan8:20-21). From here we see the historic verifiable Medo-Persian and Grecian national

developments that led to the dispersion of Alexander the Great’s empire to for the root of the rest of Daniel 8. The parallel “King

South” and “King North” benchmark of the Daniel 11:1-4 progression commencement from the Grecian “four horns” that resume

in Daniel 11 as well.

2. This sets up the Medo-Persian and Greece developments:

(Daniel 8:4-10) [Medo-Persia] I saw the ram making thrusts to the west and to the north and to the south, and no wild beasts

kept standing before it, and there was no one doing any delivering out of its hand. And it did according to its will, and it put

on great airs. 5 And I, for my part, kept on considering, and, look! there was a male of the goats (Greece) coming from the

sunset upon the surface of the whole earth, and it was not touching the earth. And as regards the he-goat, there was a

conspicuous horn between its eyes. (Alexander the Great) 6 And it kept coming all the way to the ram possessing the two horns

(Media and Persia), which I had seen standing before the watercourse; and it came running toward it in its powerful rage.

7 And I saw it coming into close touch with the ram, and it began showing bitterness toward it, and it proceeded to strike

down the ram and to break its two horns (Medo-Persian deposition), and there proved to be no power in the ram to stand before

it. So it threw it to the earth and trampled it down, and the ram proved to have no deliverer out of its hand. 8 And the male

of the goats (Greece), for its part, put on great airs to an extreme; but as soon as it became mighty, the great horn was broken

(Alexander dies), and there proceeded to come up conspicuously four instead of it (kingdoms of Alexander’s four generals), toward

the four winds of the heavens. 9 And out of one of them there came forth another horn, a small one (another version of Anglo

national power, roots of Anglo-American globalist power of Daniel 7:8), and it kept getting very much greater toward the south and

toward the sunrising and toward the Decoration. 10 And it kept getting greater all the way to the army of the heavens, so that

it caused some of the army and some of the stars to fall to the earth, and it went trampling them down. (Begins anti-Christian

campaigning since 1914-1918 period of “holy covenant” location)

Modern 8th King Root “Small Horn” and Bethel Developments



1. Daniel 8 gives an additional national-to-globalist root progression for reason of Daniel 8′s advancement into the period of the 3rd

United Nations placement of 1990 (Dan8:23; parallel Dan11:30-31), and the Bethel apostasy that forms in marked evidence at

that time (Dan8:11-14; parallel Daniel 11:30-35, 41) from specific developments in Bethel that are uniquely identified in this Daniel

8 prophecy when compared to Daniel 7.

2. These Daniel 8 details are also in Daniel 11 King North developments (Dan11:30-32) so that we know the 3rd UN placement is important, and is

further marked by the Bethel apostasy and prophecy subversion co-developments in the prophecy and in their matched world and Bethel

developments.

The Bethel Subversion

(Daniel 8:11-12) . . .And all the way to the Prince of the army it (small horn globalists) put on great airs, and from him the

constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place (in time, Bethel JW worldwide organization) of his sanctuary was

thrown down. (Dan8:13) 12 And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King infiltrative control), together

with the constant [feature] (imbibed with misinformation), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins permits allowance of the

compromise by removed divine blessing and discernment while fulfillment of prophecy is effected for greater future purpose); and it kept

throwing truth to the earth (cover up, disinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” completely successful

unlike anything World War 2 produced in ultimate failure when compared to this 8th King engineered intelligence and subversion operation

deployed through the Governing Body and installed Bethel agents by anointed factional defection. (Dan11:30b-31a));

The Temple Judgment Decree and Timing

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one

who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and

of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place

(temple “established place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided

temple desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle); So he said to me: “Until two thousand

three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple

purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

1. This Daniel 8:23 sequence below, noting a maturing “transgression” completion and the stand of the “King of Fierce Countenance”, parallels

Daniel 8:13 development of the 3rd UN placement which parallels Daniel 11:31b (Dan8:23a “stand”) and the Bethel UN NGO “transgression causing

desolation” of that same time period.

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom (globalist final stages), as the transgressors act to a completion (referring

to the Bethel temple transgressors of Daniel 8:11-14 marked by the UN NGO; Dan11:30-32a), there will stand up (1990 3rd UN placement) a

king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings.  

2. This is how we know Daniel 8:23 is a 3rd UN placement meaning as the USSR folds to the 8th King identical “King of Fierce Countenance”

“standing” into that 1990 3rd UN placement of Daniel 11:31b also marking the unique, “the king” of Daniel 11:36. Daniel 11:36 refers to this 3rd UN

8th King manifestation as “the king” because this point of globalist development must “prove successful until the denunciation will come to a finish”

in divine pronouncement (Rev10:6-8) and Armageddon divine war.

This means the 3rd UN placement must be successful to actual 8th King 4th UN placement at Daniel 11:45.

A. The USSR fails every validity test for the true “King North” in Daniel 11:36 and Daniel 11:42-43 because the 8th King is of far greater eventual

global scope and scale than the USSR system it ultimately absorbs. (Rev17:11-18). (Bethel is retaining an obvious error for other untruthful

reasons.) Daniel 11:27-45 and Daniel 8:23-25 are all 8th King from 3rd UN placement to 4th UN placement world government.

3. The USSR “King North” of merely national bloc power, is retained by Bethel to advance Jehovah’s witnesses prematurely to expect “Daniel 11:44

next” which allows a misapplied “King North” attack manifestation to be presented deceptively to cover up the guaranteed Daniel 8:13 8th King

“trampling” judgment.

A. Thus the temple judgment required “desolation” and “trampling” of Daniel 8:13, can be sold off to Jehovah’s witnesses as Daniel 11:44 overly

advanced portion of Daniel 11 being misapplied to aid a hoax on JWs. In the process of that hoax a final fraudulent “King North” misapplication can

be given to JWs to aid 8th King concealment as long as possible. Daniel 11:42-43 is what activates next, as Daniel 11:41 goes into the Bethel

desolation phase, and “King North” of Daniel 11:42-45 is the 8th King final phase now unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses.

4. That development in globalist UN manifestation and world power statements and the Bethel UN NGO “transgression causing desolation”

eventually leads to the Daniel 8:14 temple judgment consequence of the future associated in time to the 3rd UN placement noted here from 3rd

(1990) to 4th UN placement (Dan8:25). The Bethel apostasy is connected by the UN NGO co-developing “transgression causing desolation” of that

same 1990 time period and 3rd UN placement it endorsed and associated with.



A. Daniel 8:23-25 actually parallels Daniel 8:12-14 developments by that 3rd UN placement parallel registration. Those prophecies parallel Daniel

11:30-35 developments and their Daniel 11:36-39 parallels marked by the 1990 3rd UN placement.

Daniel 8 3rd UN to 4th UN Progression

1. The 3rd UN to 4th UN placement of the future world government is contained in this Daniel 8:23-25 sequence:

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion (referring to the Bethel temple

transgressors of Daniel 8:11-14 marked by the UN NGO), there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding

ambiguous sayings. (1990 3rd UN placement) 24 (Globalist 8th King progression features from 1990 forward:) And his power must

become mighty (post 3rd UN 8th King designate goes into final power expansions), but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way

he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin,

also the people made up of [the] holy ones. (Daniel 8:11, 41, even Bethel will be 8th King “trampled” in the process of Daniel 8:13-14) 25

(Proceeds to 4th UN placement:) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. (as

shown at Bethel and the world system) And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3 “peace

and security”) he will bring many to ruin. (Dan11:44; Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be

without hand that he will be broken. (Armageddon climax; Dan11:45; Rev11:15-18);

2. That Daniel 8:25 terminates into divine removal “without hand” as does Daniel 11:45, we know this is the parallel of the final 8th King ascension

and conquest of God and Christ of both Daniel 8:25 and Daniel 11:45. Daniel 11:45 converges as the Daniel 12:11 final “disgusting thing” placement.

3. Daniel 8 and 11 are unique in giving specific 3rd and 4th placement 8th King world government specific climax meanings. Only Daniel 8:25, 11:45

and 12:11 are specific world government events that equate to the culmination of Revelation 16:13-16 and Revelation 17:11-18.

A. This is why Bethel removing this prophecies from modern understanding aids truncating the final two UN placements from their actual UN 1-2-

3-4 continuum.

4. Thus Daniel 8 is revealing very important 3rd to 4th UN world government 8th King development details now covered up by Bethel and

unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses. Daniel 8 and 11 have 8th King progressions as continuums of development that Bethel will not explain any further

than the 1945 2nd UN placement.

5. Bethel is ignoring almost 70 years of 8th King development in general, and the last 23 years of 3rd UN placement marked globalization era

developments are being outright ignored and concealed from prophetic commentary and from world government understanding.

World government is being ignored by apostate Bethel, and now we know why, when and where that final apostate

condition co-develops.

6. Both Daniel 7 and 8 “small horn” root Anglo national-to-globalist details give more connections to Revelation 13′s “seven headed wildbeast”

national progression and the 7th King Anglo-American national alliance world power. Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 gives parallels of Daniel 11:27-45 to

also connect to Daniel 11′s final King North progression and to the 8th King world power culmination parallels of Revelation 17. Daniel 8 and 11

explicitly connects to and parallels Revelation 17 8th King world government details.

Daniel Benchmarks Medo-Persia and Greece for Further Verification

1. This benchmark in named national powers is provided in the Bible to reliably establish the Daniel national progression as it proceeds in world

history after Babylon to converge and register this national progression to the Revelation and Daniel further continuation of it into Roman and

Anglo to Anglo-American world powers nationally..

(Daniel 8:20-22) “The ram that you saw possessing the two horns [stands for] the kings of Media and Persia. (Dan11:2) 21 And

the hairy he-goat [stands for] the king of Greece; and as for the great horn that was between its eyes, it [stands for] the first

king. 22 And that one having been broken, so that there were four that finally stood up instead of it, there are four kingdoms

from [his] nation that will stand up, but not with his power.

2. Now Daniel benchmarked the historic certainty of Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece by name. That allows the reliable identification of Rome and

the Anglo national systems to come after Greece (Rev17:10), and eventually the Anglo-American national completion of that part of the world

power progression. This allows the globalization development of the 8th King to also be identified from when it first manifested in the 1914-1919

appearance of the Anglo-American alliance in WW1/1914 and the League of Nations in 1919.

3. Daniel 2:38, Daniel 8:20-23, and Daniel 11:2-4 connects by Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece known histories to the rest of the national-to-

globalist prophecy to follow in this important progression to 8th King world government.

(Revelation 17:9-11) “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains,

where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is

(Rome in the apostle John’s time), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American 7th King), but when he does arrive he must remain



(Rome in the apostle John’s time), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American 7th King), but when he does arrive he must remain

a short while. (deposed into 8th King world government; Dan11:42-45; 12:11) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself

an eighth [king] (Rev17:11-18 eventual world government), but springs from the seven (Rev13:1, Dan2,7,8), and it goes off into

destruction.

4. Daniel explicitly connects this national world power progression (Dan2,7,8) to Revelation 13 and 17 and both prophecies proceed from national

zenith (Rev17:8-18, Dan11:27-41), to it’s national sovereign subservience (Dan11:42-43; Rev17:11-18), to 8th King world government (Dan11:45)

and it’s final cycle of development (Dan11:42-45; Rev16:13-16) of the near future.

Daniel Outlines Four Prophetic Frameworks of National to Globalist Power Development

(1.) Daniel 2 – General National Progression but Comprehensive Globalist 8th King “Immense

Image”

1. Daniel 2 is a general outline of world power that results in the divine conquest of God and Christ and their Kingdom universal rulership.

2. Daniel 2:38 provides the Babylon national historic benchmark by name.

3. Daniel 2:31-45 symbolizes the entire 8th King in the Daniel 2 “immense image” counterpart as a complete whole system “standing”.

A. That Daniel 2 “immense image” is nationally composed from the national formation of it’s parts from Babylon to the Anglo-American national

alliance and it’s nation-state dominated global system.

B. That national development over time culminates into it’s entire “immense image” total symbology as 8th King world government completion

“standing” (Dan8:25, 2:31) as world government (Dan11:45) at Armageddon.

C. The Revelation 16:13-16 globalization “gathering” is the Revelation 17 sovereign transference and 8th King consolidation of Revelation 17:11-18

that defines that totality over the Daniel 11:42-45 final cycle.

4. Daniel 2 began the specific symbolization of the human world power trek to Armageddon in the Bible, it was and is unique in Bible prophecy.

(2.) Daniel 7 – Four Beast Progression, First “Small Horn” Emergence

National Basis

1. Daniel 7 is the first prophetic application of the “beast” symbol to human world power systems. Daniel 7 goes into further detail regarding this

national progression separating out the first four world powers of Daniel 2 in Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece and implied Rome in more detail.

A. Thus Daniel 7 lays out a secondary national progression from it’s origin to it’s end.

Seventh World Power Root and it’s First Globalist Manifestation

1. Daniel 7 also provides details of the first 1914-1919 8th King designate related League of Nations manifestation as Daniel 7:25 parallels Daniel

12:7 that led in the first UN cycle to that League of Nations manifestation of 1919. Thus Daniel has also the first globalist manifestation registered

into supporting peophecy by the Daniel 7:25 1260 day timing to events of 1914-1919.

B. Thus Daniel is presenting the national 7th head/world power root system and it’s connection to the first 8th King UN cycle globalist progression

marked inception in prophecy and supporting world events now history.

1260 Day Cross Reference to Daniel 12:7 (Rev11:2-3; Rev12:6,14; Rev13:5)

1. Daniel 7:25-26 is the parallel 1260 days that replicates with Daniel 12:7 final fulfillment of the future. Thus details in Daniel 7 must also repeat the

1260 days with Daniel 12 to reflect the final globalist 8th King world government cycle of the future unto Daniel 7:26 Christ conquest as the Daniel

12:11 parallel.

B. Thus Daniel 7, in addition to the overall national progression, provides 1st and 4th UN cycle details that cross relate when the 4th cycle activates

as Daniel 11:42-45 that must converge into Daniel 12 final fulfillment.

National to Globalist 8th King Progression

1. Daniel 7′s fourth beast provides the Roman-to-Anglo world power system national basis that forms the Anglo-American national-to-globalist

ascendancy details of 8th King world power as Daniel 11:20-26 is the Roman point of development that provided the Roman-to-Anglo-to-Anglo-

America national progression that forms the basis of 8th King globalist “King North” developments of Daniel 11:27-45.



A. That leap in time between Daniel 11:26 and Daniel 11:27 from Roman to zenith Anglo-American national power beginning also the globalist four

UN cycles, is also shown in the fourth beast (Dan7:7-8, 19-20, 23-24) of Daniel 7. That “fourth beast” terminus as Anglo “small horn” power

(Dan7:8, 19-20, 23-24) marks but bypasses the Roman period and does not specify the Anglo-American “dual horn” development.

B. This is because from 1914-1919 it was actually “small horn” globalists that were actually the guiding power of the developments of 1914-1919 and

that 1914 Anglo-American alliance become noted along with the League of Nations presentation. Daniel 7 is detailing the 1914-1919 time period and

it’s replicating parallels of the 1260 days of the future.

2. Daniel 7 does not go into the further Anglo-American full details, and neither does Daniel 11:20-26 to Daniel 11:27-45 transition. (Anglo-

American national-to-globalist details can be gathered from other prophecies (Rev13, Dan2)) that parallel this Roman-to-Anglo power development

to the Anglo-American national alliance ascendancy. Daniel 7 and 8 are giving specific developmental details as concisely as possible to mark their

respective periods reliably while bypassing Anglo-American national details for their root Anglo “small horn” developments and their respective

globalist milestones in 1919 and 1990)

3. Instead Daniel 7 and 11 establish the Roman system basis of the arrival of the Anglo “small horn” root globalists who integrate their American

national system into the “two horned” basis of Revelation 13:11, but at globalist levels of United Nations and world government engineering

orchestration. We know the “seven headed wildbeast” of Revelation 13:1 is the Anglo-American national 7th King and we know it has Anglo-

American globalist guiding system that originates with England.

Two-Horned Wildbeast Globalist Power Expansion

1. The secretive “two horned wildbeast” is the Anglo “small horn” based, but national American integrated Anglo-American globalist controlled

power system as “it kept getting very much greater” and “was bigger” in time than other global national systems. It’s power is what is bigger. The

Anglo-American globalist “two horned wildbeast” is also secretive in development as it does not draw worship to itself (Rev13:11-15), for it is mostly

unknown and unseen to most on the world scene.

2. It draws global worship to the seven-headed wildbeast and to it’s United Nations “image”, and in time it’s 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” world

government global masterpiece yet to fully complete.

3. Thus Daniel 7, 8 and 11 are detailing the “fourth beast” basis of globalist power “small horn” root to be advanced and expanded in time (Dan8:23-

24, Dan11:36-39) by the Anglo-American national-to-globalist world power developers and their “grandiose” words of a “new world order”

(Rev13:11-18) and their own private comprehensive multi-national, but supra-national, based world government rulership globalist “8th King”.

(3.) Daniel 8 Further “Small Horn” Development

1. Daniel 8 reiterates the national progression from another angle of world power (Dan8:1-10) from the Medo-Persian and Grecian background that

formed the Grecian post-Alexander formation of the world power transition in Grecian power that eventually manifests the Anglo “small horn” and

gives a secondary additional account of more of that “small horn” development. (Dan8:11-14, 23-25);

A. Daniel 8:20-21 provides the Medo-Persian and Greece national historic benchmarks by name after Babylon to aid registering this prophetic

progression to the rest of Daniel and Revelation 13, 17.

2. We will see later Daniel 8′s “small horn” (Dan8:9-14) connects to the increased power of the globalist “King of Fierce Countenance” (Dan8:23-25)

8th King globalist parallel identity of the parallel 1990 3rd United Nations placement of Daniel 11:31b.

Daniel 7 and 8 Unique Details

1. There is a reason why Daniel 7 and 8 both give some unique respective “small horn” 8th King developmental connection and basis details.

Daniel 7: The “small horn” progression is covered twice (Dan7,8) as it spans the final 8th King developments of the 1st, 3rd and 4th UN cycles.

Daniel 7:25-26 has a preview in the 1914-1918 first UN related cycle of the League of Nations that must repeat (Dan11:45=12:11), but in final form,

the final 1260 days parallel of Daniel 12:7 which parallels Revelation 11:1-7, 13:5 world government “ascension” (Rev11:7) and wildbeast

“authority” (Rev13:5);

2. Thus Daniel 7 has final applicability in the fourth UN cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 that must converge with Daniel 12:7. This is based on Daniel 7

presenting first UN related “League of Nations” developments of the first UN placement that provide the pattern of the final fulfillment fourth UN

placement in a replication of key parts of that prophecy. (Dan7:25-26);

Daniel 8: The “small horn” progress to the 8th King “King of Fierce Countenance” (Dan8:23) over Daniel 8:11-14, details the apostate and

subversion activity of the 8th King system upon modern Bethel’s ministry to create the Christian anointed factional defection (Dan11:30b) that

leads to the “King North” infiltration (Dan11:31a, 32a, 41) of Bethel at the 3rd UN placement 1990 marked segway to the final 8th King cycle of

Daniel 11:42-45 (Dan8:25).
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8th King and Apostasy Co-development

1. Daniel 8 connects that apostate signal development (Dan8:11-12) to the final temple judgment decree (Dan8:13) and timing of Daniel 8:14. Thus

Daniel 8 is providing critical additional “small horn” and 8th King globalist information of the parallel Daniel 11:30-35 Bethel “King North” led

apostasy (Dan11:32a) as triggering a final temple judgment cycle (Dan8:13-14) explicitly foretold.

A. Daniel 8 provides some “small horn” developmental detail of 1990 after the Daniel 7 1914-1919 period in time. Daniel 8 makes Daniel 11

connections as Daniel 7 makes Daniel 12 connections for the final cycle as Daniel 11 must progress to Daniel 12′s final fulfillment.

8th King 3rd UN to 4th UN Segway

1. Now both Daniel 8 and 11 relate because the 3rd UN placement and the Bethel UN NGO of 1990 provide incontrovertible evidence and

developments that connect Daniel 8 and 11. Daniel 8:13 names the “transgression causing desolation” as the UN NGO, Daniel 11:31b provides the

1990 3rd UN “disgusting thing that causes desolation” placement that the UN NGO, and thus Daniel 8:13, parallels and relates to. Daniel 8:23a

provides the parallel “King of Fierce Countenance” of the Daniel 11:31, 36 “King North” for the 8th King final progression of all those prophecies.

2. Thus Daniel 8 is giving a segway of additional details to cover the 3rd and 4th UN placement details after the Daniel 7 1st UN placement. By final

understanding of this connection Daniel 7 is assimilated again at Daniel 11:45/12:11 4th UN placement prelude 1260 day replication of the future

(dan12:7; 7:25), and it all then ties together as every sovereign prophecy converges to 8th King world government.

3. Daniel 8:25 gives an explicit meaning of 8th King world government “stand”, and the nature of the “freedom from care” (1Thess5:1-3) and “bring

many to ruin” dual objective time period of that final phase of 8th King development.

(4.) Daniel 11 – Detailed National to Globalist Development

1. Daniel 11 goes into the greatest amount of detail in this national progression established in Daniel 2, 7, 8. Daniel 11 even outlines the globalist

“King North” developments that the national progression evolves into by Daniel 11:27-45 3rd and 4th UN placement progression. Now we see all

four Daniel sovereign progressions from national to globalist are varying accounts of the same progression with great required final detail.

2. Daniel 11:1-2 provides the Persian national historic benchmark to establish the tracking of Daniel 11′s “King South” and “King North”

progression.

3. Thus Daniel 2:38, 8:20-21, and 11:3 provide the historic national basis of the rest of Daniel’s prophecy and it’s Revelation prophecy parallels and

final convergence to globalized 8th King world power and finally world government.

4. Daniel 11 begins where the Greece progression is ending as Alexander’s deposition leads to the kingdoms of his four generals beginning the Daniel

11 “King North” and “King South” progression (Dan11:5-19) to Rome (Dan11:20-26) and eventually to the Anglo-American national based, but

finally fully globalist 8th King King North final world power and world government culmination. (Dan11:27-45);

5. Now the assimilation of related Revelation sovereign symbols and sovereign globalization details can be reliably inter-related with Daniel. Thus

other fragmented pieces of prophecy can be placed into a reliable final 3rd to 4th phase continuum. Great details can also be known for the 4th UN

cycle of the future.

6. Daniel 11:42-45, in unique globalist 8th King manner, must converge live and real-time into Daniel 12 final fulfillment and those milestone

periods of Daniel 12:7 and 12:11 (world government final placement). Now all of the final 8th King fourth cycle progression details are relatable in

Revelation and Daniel 12 replication details and the rest of applicable Daniel 2, 7, and 8 details.

Daniel Prophecy Convergence into 8th King

1. Thus each of the four Daniel prophecy iterations concern the same final national progression to eventually culminate into pinnacle “north” 8th

King development.

A. Daniel 11 becomes very specific in the national progression from Greece’s transition (Dan11:1-19) to Roman power (Dan11:20-26) that leads to

the final “King North” globalist progression (Dan11:27-45) over the 3rd UN (Dan11:31b) and 4th UN placements (Daniel 11:45; 12:11) whose 1990

3rd UN placement marks Daniel 11:27-31 and the unique “the king” of Daniel 11:36-41. “The king” is an 8th King designate final progression from

3rd to 4th UN placements.

3. Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 gives parallel information of Daniel 11:27-45 because this 8th King convergent symbol globalization has world

developmental details that are found in this far more specific portion of the overall Daniel prophecy of national power leading to and becoming

subservient (Dan11:42-43) to 8th King King North final world government. (Dan8:25, 11:45, 12:11);

A. Daniel 11:31-35 and Daniel 11:36-41 are parallels.



Daniel 11:42-45 is the final 8th King progression to world government of the future.

B. This is why Bethel covering up voluminous world research concerning the dynamic globalization process leading to world government over a

final globalizing cycle is also important to understand because they are concealing significant 8th King development information in prophecy and

world developments that define their foretold apostasy and it’s true 8th King source.

Section V – Daniel 11:27 Final World Polarity – The Clean Break to

Terminal Globalism and It’s Last Two 8th King Manifestations – 1990 and

Future

1. Daniel 11 provides the culmination of the national system (Dan11:1-26) and the globalist system (Dan11:27-45) culmination that has been using

that nation-state global system in intensified manner since especially WW1 to accomplish the world government objective cyclically. Daniel 8:23-25

and Daniel 11:27-45 outlines the final two of four 8th King globalist power manifestations.

2. The real world polarity “kingly” “conflict” is collective nation-state divided “king” “south” under predominant 7th King national alliance

influence and the 8th King “king” “north” system it is all converging into. (Dan11:42-43).

3. Daniel 11:27 identifies all the three world war, including the Cold War national power failures to achieve global domination as “and nothing will

succeed” because it must progress further to the “appointed time” of the final milestones of the 3rd and 4th UN placements.

4. Daniel 11:27-29 cover both world wars, and the onset and end of the Cold War “will not prove to be at the last the same as at the first:. That

provided the “cold” world war historic marker that also ended into a 3rd UN placement to mark the Daniel 11:30-31 actuality.

5. Now we know what Daniel 11:27-45 is really setting up for the 3rd and 4th UN globalist “King North” 8th King progression it actually is, and the

role the global “south” nation-state system is playing in it. It puts national power in it’s place prophetically as the 8th King will do literally at Daniel

11:42-45.

6. The fact globalized world power has been developing especially recognizable over the last 100 years in marked prophecy (Rev13:11-15), by

especially financial domination of national powers (Dan11:42-43) developed progressively through the use of war as a cyclic accelerant and

wealth/power consolidating force, the “king north” globalist and “king south” collective nationalist actual global scope and meaning is now more

clearly evident in the historic background of this development itself.

7. By 1990 and after, this globalization effect truly went global in military and financial aspects that now many world researchers are exposing and

explaining as all the nations became far more integrated than before 1990 and the USSR world division.

Daniel 11:27-29 covers all three world wars including the Cold War that led to a resolution into a UN manifestation three

times, the third as Daniel 11:30-31. Thus it is globalist King North 8th King developments upon the “King South” global

nation-state system that is what Daniel 11:27-45 is actually describing.

National Decline and Failure, Unique World War 3 Cold War

1. What we know is nationally “nothing will succeed” in an overall sense of world domination in all three world wars. (Dan11:27-29). It is the

globalist King North 8th King that “will certainly prove successful until the denunciation comes to a finish”. (Dan11:36); And it is known the “Cold”

War was global in extent as the USSR and Anglo-American empire systems vied for global positioning and ideological control of industrial and

global financial system implementation.

2. Thus that actual WW3 “Cold War”, merely of “cold” nature but global in extent and massive in developments for forty+ years, indeed did “not

prove to be at the last (cold and unique in nature) the same as at the first (two hot world wars)” marking a feature of King North expansion in Daniel

11:29, preceding the “New World Order” UN 3rd placement of Daniel 11:30-31 developments leading to 1990.

3. The “Cold War” was the pretext to develop the entire technological advancements and Anglo finance model to begin the post 1990 true “new

world ordering” of the whole world into the new globalization model.

1990 Marks Globalization Era Starting at Global Scale

1. In post 1990 globalization expansion the whole USSR limiting power to Anglo-American expansion was removed and actually was aligned to join

the momentum of the globalists. In the former USSR, China and India socialism was removed as a production and “capital” model to be replaced by

the Anglo-American version of globalist late-capitalism.

Financial Globalization Starts



1. Now billions of people were added to the globalist super-corporate labor pool worldwide. Trans-national corporatism, international investment

participation, international banking and US Dollar dependency, international gold market integration and international stock market integration is

now the true state of the world progressively expanding since 1990.

It really is the beginning of a “New World Order” by globalization first whose primary global commencement began in

these post 1990 Russian and Chinese assimilating developments.

Military Globalization Starts

1. Now multi-trillion dollar international high finance systems above nation-state government control or oversight are established with global scope

and reach. Thus the globalization of 1999 “Global NATO” in worldwide military systems and scope mushroomed at worldwide scale after the initial

NATO participant Gulf War and especially the Global War on Terror, another unique “world war” publicly labeled as such. Now it has a reliable

wealth control and international funding mechanism to accomplish that end. (Daniel 11:40);

It was the 1990s and after that saw the first official NATO military operations, and that in itself is a unique set of events

and coalition militarism that keeps expanding as it progresses. (Joel3:9-12);

World Military Expansion

1. To say King North 8th King globalists “will certainly enter into the [global national] lands and flood over and pass through” is obviously far more

significant in this post 1990 global military expansion than any other time in world history. It is historic international banking and NATO military

expansion and technology HISTORIES since 1990. These core military and wealth expansions and systems drive the 3rd and 4th UN placement

periods.

(Daniel 11:40) “And in the time of [the] end the king of the south (national powers) will engage with him (globalist power) in a

pushing, and against him the king of the north will storm (in unique manner; Dan11:29) with chariots and with horsemen and

with many ships (global military expansion); and he (king north globalists) will certainly enter into the (national) lands and flood

over and pass through. (at a progressive worldwide scope);

2. Thus global research into this globalist versus nationalist power development phenomenon also provides clues to match to globalist “north”

power developments in prophecy at Daniel 11:36-41 and Daniel 8:23-25 details of this 8th King development. (And no wonder the Bethel co-

developing apostasy will not progress JW understanding with things now commonly understood by world globalism researchers and financial

analysts. Bethel’s silence in the face of overwhelming globalization developments worldwide is but more evidence of their compromise.)

Bethel 8th King Invasion as Part of the Apostasy

1. We see as per Daniel 11:40-41 Bethel is included in the 8th King global “invasion”:

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally;

Dan11:30-31; Dan8:12-13), and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development

present now at Bethel; Stumbling people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal and a symptom of this development. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13

and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);

2. It is no accident the King North post 1990 expansion also includes the Bethel apostate compromise and cover up of all this information. That is as

far as Daniel 11 has progressed to in Daniel 11:41 now fully evident at Bethel. It is Daniel 11:42-43 that will activate to complete the global national

debt and finance picture for complete 8th King control.

The Bethel 8th King Aiding Coma

1. In the meantime these globalization developments and actual global “north” and “south” polarity is in itself difficult to see in mainstream media

and state deluded academic basics. It is not “alternative news” it is the only real news sources in that dimension, and advanced globalization

academics that have lifted the veil on the globalist world developments and controlling system. Thus for people to see it it has to be explained and

studied. Now Bethel aids this delusion by also joining the globalist mass media ignorance campaign, in light of overwhelming evidence exposing the

globalization activates and final objective.

2. Thus in Bethel’s concealment of these now more widely known globalization-to-world-government developments lies their easily seen, obviously

purposeful override system of subversion, diversion and distraction. Although prophecy exposes the Bethel reality, it is the world system

surpassing of Bethel former insight that also exposes their retardation as part of a larger 8th King objective that prophecy and the UN NGO also

connect to bethel collusion.

Red Flag

1. What should be noticeable to some people is why would a formerly known and vigilant prophecy, history and modern event tracking ministry



have basically stopped making such commentary after 1990 in Jehovah’s witnesses? Has anyone noticed the kind of spiritual and expository

retardation the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry is now in, in the face of huge mounting world research? That kind of success at actually ignoring

globalization reality in Jehovah’s witnesses should in itself be a big red flag.

Wealth Control Drives All Control – Daniel 11:42-43 Set Up

1. The progressive financial domination that sets up Daniel 11:42-43 final developments over some final years was required to sustain the military

expansion objective, but it also progressively enslaved nations to this Anglo-American designed predatory financial system by debt and

dependency. The financial trans-national corporate sector is a supra-national globalist aligned super-system, and the heart of the globalist “king

north” global power system. Research into this area of historic developments reveals the root of all world power development is greatly aided by

progressive financial control and it’s super-corporate wealth consolidation.

2. While the collective national powers are divided up and used for the purposes of the globalist international power system development, the

simpler pattern of the world divided into national and globalist camps, at global scope of each power system, becomes undeniable. It simplifies the

final world polarity, but also expands in global scope simultaneously. The former ideologies of religion and nationalism merely aided the national

divisions for 8th King conquest by unified control.

3. Now the national sovereign development actually explicitly laid out in the national prophetic framework of prophecy is a useful pattern to see in

the seven national world powers that can only match this global national pattern. It is laid out literally and named in the prophecy (Dan2, 8:20-21,

11) to aid recognition of the culmination of the national progression in the modern Anglo-American progression of the last 300 years.

4. The central banking system development that was also to culminate in the US Federal Reserve arm of the well established English fractional

reserve banking system model in 1913, is the rather hidden financial development and it’s corporate counterpart that allowed the sovereign

domination of that dimension of this globalist power system now nearing final cycle culmination. It was more than just “world war” that manifested

in this 1914 era, it was the financial, industrial, political and other other supporting internationalizing networks that made such a war even possible,

and expanded in the production, implementation and aftermath of that war and the next ones to follow including the Cold War.

United Nations 2.0 to United Nations “New World Order” 3.0

1. The United Nations political forum has military and financial counterparts that also began crystallizing after WW2 in marked manner, expanding

further after the Cold WW3. The UN schematic of organizational guidance in many levels touches on every aspect of nation-state “power and

authority” and already contains the framework of world government in that totality already larger than any national government in power, scope

and understanding and actual pinnacle technological system control.

2. What expanded after 1990 was on the fuller UN 1945 model truly globalizing into every nation on earth after the USSR and socialism fell.

Globalist hybridize and syngergize as needed in the globalization process of elite totalitarianism beyond nation-state scale. Thus the “New Word

Order” statement has a globalization counterpart that is real and defining the basis of that actual new ordering.

3. That Bethel ignores this and made more “New World Order” ambiguous statements and quotes at and after the 3rd UN placement than Kingdom

of God certainties is evidence Bethel has lost focus and it is purposeful and foretold. Bethel does not explain the globalization meaning and

ramifications, the entire significance bypassed Jehovah’s witnesses and most of the world.

(By the use of and end of the Cold War, world war in some form has now been seen to be related to world government presentations after all those

wars in 1919, 1945 and 1990. It is no coincidence that after three world wars, including the Cold War, we also saw three separate United Nations

manifestations after those world wars, three times so far.)

Complexity Hides What is Simple in Concept

1. Though the complexity of the global monetary and investment system is great and now truly international in scope, the underlying financial

domination engine is simple, hence the lack of it’s historical information and lack of it’s promotion for public understanding aids it’s concealment.

The financial system expansion since 1990 is an example of a global system integration acceleration, also understood by very few people, that now

allows dollar induced monetary intrigues to affect all the global economies, and most people are not comprehending the seriousness of this

development.

2. But regardless of the lack of mass awareness, the research explaining governmental, financial and military globalization has emerged in volumes

in the last twenty years to affirm the globalist world power system is a real entity and developing network of global power. It’s basic engine is also

simple in the concept of international control by mostly unseen corporate matrices of elite organizations for military and financial control beyond

the scope of national oversight or understanding.

3. Physical “gold and silver” ownership to pass out of national hands will redefine the sovereign basis of global wealth power in the ultimate holder

of that asset and symbol. That is what the monetary system was in part also facilitating. That is how Daniel 11:42-43 literal description of this

culmination is also slipping by the awareness of may, but is made explicit in prophecy to be more recognizable when it actually is occurring to aid

recognition that the final 8th King cycle has begun.
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National Zenith into Globalist Domination

1. Thus the zenith of the Anglo-American “seventh head” “seventh king” nation-state  system symbolic in the globalist 3rd United Nations

manifestation and it’s “new world order” grandiose statements, was a period that was very important to track in it’s globalization basics becoming

more widely documented. It is that period of the completion of the nation-state sovereign progression in history and prophecy, and it’s logical use in

the final two cycles of the globalization progression since 1990 not yet complete, that even Jehovah’s witnesses are silent concerning.

2. Thus JWs promote a truncated prophetic understanding, while globalism researchers expose the 8th King forming world government power

developments, but no one is now connecting prophecy and these globalization details together. Now as world government approaches, Jehovah’s

witnesses think it is a quick “the end” development, while globalism experts forecast a decade of financial intrigues and a final world war cycle. Now

Jehovah’s witnesses expect a premature end, and the world has no idea what world government will mean in spiritual terms of Armageddon

activation.

3. This final cycle is important because a national progression as prophecy now history must have a globalist final progression also mapped in the

final prophetic forecast, and it does. But instead Jehovah’s witnesses by subversion by the Bethel derailed prophecy tracking system, are saying the

nation-state progression and the mere United Nations “image” is the culmination of the whole system that is actually a final globalization process

preparing for a final multi-year cycle to produce full world government.

4. Thus the world system is producing detailed documentation and histories of the wealth, military and governmental globalization processes that

do indeed match the globalization prophecies in their basic objectives of producing a real world government in the end of the process, but Jehovah’s

witnesses are not connecting this information to prophecy for over forty years now. (Dan8:23-25; 11:36-41; Rev16:13-16; Dan11:42-45);

5. Now when world government is even seen by the world as actually forming, using world war cycles for accelerated power and wealth

consolidation, it is Jehovah’s witnesses that are stalled in a 1970 understanding of world reality, and teaching that to other people, aiding the

concealing of the world government completion, it’s final cycle, and the real King North 8th King climax details of Daniel 11:27-45. (There is no way

the USSR as a valid “King North” of apex world power).

6. Now the true global poles of world power as national and globalist in separating defined systems is even understood by the world, but not

Jehovah’s witnesses who teach the Bethel dumbed down version of prophecy and “reality”. Instead Bethel joined the 1990 3rd UN placement

campaign as a UN NGO, rather than explain it’s prophecy and globalization ramifications. Thus that red flag exposes the whole 8th King override of

Bethel (Dan11:41), and their final apostate status. (Dan11:32a);

The National to Globalist World Powers in Prophecy – Graphic 1

Full size below

Section VI – 8th King Final Two Cycles (1990, Future) and World

Government Ascension

The National Progression to Globalist World Government Culmination Defines the King South and

King North Final Global Polarity
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1. Thus the overall global polarity of symbolic “south” and “north” is actually the national and globalist power development globally.

(Daniel 11:27) “And as regards these two kings (nationalist and globalist), their heart will be inclined to doing what is bad, and at

one table a lie is what they will keep speaking. (the same sovereign objective) But nothing will succeed (in all national and world war

endeavors), because [the] end is yet for the time appointed.

2. Knowing Daniel 11:27-45 is actually the final national collective system subservience to the globalist King North 8th King globalist sovereign

culmination is helpful to complete the final two UN developments to full world government since 1990 and the 3rd UN placement of Daniel 11:31b.

3. The 1919 first UN related “League of Nations” “image of the wildbeast” placement and the 1945 second UN related “United Nations” placement

thus actually connect to the 1990 3rd UN placement of Daniel 11:30-31 enroute successfully and continuously (Dan11:36b) to the fourth UN

placement as the fourth UN world government cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 yet to fully activate. Surely with a little national sovereign debt research we

see the global set-up of Daniel 11:42-43 even now nearing full activation in that wealth and finance control dimension.

This is a further example why comprehending “King North” is pinnacle 8th King final activity is important, we can study

the prophecy in truly accurate awareness of global reality.

4. Now the national seventh king culminating progression can be connected to the 1919 League of Nations incept world government foundation in

it’s first prophetic manifestation that tracking the national seven power progression in prophecy and world history led to. But the globalist power

system continues, it is the national power system that is superceded for control by full subservience to the globalist power system to conclude

Daniel 11:40-45 progression as Daniel 11:42-45 of the future.

5. That progression merges into the final fulfillment of Daniel 12. Daniel 11:45 must also be Daniel 12:11 in final fulfillment 8th King world

government placement.

All Four United Nations Prophetic Manifestations

Now we can take the first and second globalist UN manifestations of 1919 and 1945 as important but yet incomplete:

1. League of Nations; 1919

(Revelation 13:11-13) And I saw another wild beast (but globalist focused) ascending out of the earth (of an established political

system), and it had two horns (Anglo and American) like a lamb (deceptive presentation), but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it

exercises all the authority of the first (national seven headed) wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell

in it worship the first (national system) wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. (the recovery principle) 13 And it performs great

signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads

those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the (national) wild beast,

while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an (League of Nations) image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and

yet revived. (this “image” continues in development to the United Nations and after) 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the

image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not

in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

2. United Nations; 1945

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was (inactive in WW2), but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss,

and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who

dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding

of the world. 9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the

woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does

arrive he must remain a short while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs

from the seven, and it goes off into destruction.

We know it is incomplete because the 3rd UN placement was also prophetic and extremely important. There is no way the 8th King is valid to only

1945 levels of development. As we see they are expanding exponentially globally as Jehovah’s witnesses imagine the UN “image” is the “end all”

development.

3. United Nations New World Order Mode; 1990

(Daniel 11:31) (The Bethel apostasy prelude to the 3rd UN placement:) And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from

him; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. “And they will certainly

put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (1990 3rd UN placement, Dan8:23a); 
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(Daniel 8:23-25) 23 “And in the final part of their kingdom (the finale of the seven world powers and the last two placements of the 8th

King globalist system), as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up (3rd UN placement parallel) a king fierce in

countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings. (Daniel 11:36-39 parallel:) 24 And his power must become mighty, but not

by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And

he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. (Dan8:13) (Daniel 11:44-45 parallel:)

25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. (Bethel is just a fractal of the global

deception process) And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And

against the Prince of princes he will stand up (4th UN placement as world government), but it will be without hand that he will be

broken. (Armageddon divine war; Dan11:45 parallel; Dan12:11);

4. 8th King World Government Final Placement; Future

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he

will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3 “peace and security”) he will bring many to ruin. (Dan11:44;

Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up (4th Un placement as 8th King world government), but it will be without

hand that he will be broken.

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports that will disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will

certainly go forth in a great rage (“bring many to ruin” Dan8:25) in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction.

(Dan8:25 attack parallel) 45 And he will plant (world government) his palatial tents (plural; global) between [the] grand sea and the

holy mountain of Decoration; (counterfeit “Jerusalem” locale) and he will have to come all the way to his end (Rev19:19-21), and

there will be no helper for him.

Daniel 12:11 Replication as 4th UN Placement Parallel

1. Daniel 12:11 is where the 4th UN placement as world government develops from Daniel 11:42-45 convergence. Thus where the first League of

Nations placement was marked in 1919 in Daniel 12:11, will also be the destination of the final UN placement that will also repeat this prophecy in

final form, over a similar final world war, global tribulation cycle to aid it’s final presentation. The final UN 8th King world government placement

will also arrive at Daniel 12:11.

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7 final fulfillment) and there has been a

placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (8th King world government. Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand

two hundred and ninety days.

2. This parallel final fulfillment replication “ascension” is the “scarlet wildbeast” into full world government:

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their (1260 day; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3) witnessing, the (8th King scarlet) wild beast

that ascends (“placing of the disgusting thing” parallel) out of the abyss (Rev17:8-18; 8th King world government) will make war

(Dan8:25, 11:44 “attack” mode) with them and conquer them and kill them. (“constant [feature] has been removed” parallel);

The Coming Fourth Cycle – Final World Government Cycle

1. That fourth UN cycle of prophecy has not begun in earnest yet. We see the apostasy, we see it’s 3rd UN placement period of development, but

Daniel 11:42-43 is yet to activate as is the temple judgment. Daniel 11:42-43 developments are what precede the world government finality of

Daniel 11:44-45 as a background global development affecting global wealth and gold control co-developing with final 8th King “King North” global

government.

Daniel 11:42-43 provides an explicit signal in literal meaning to make it’s activation clear when it begins the final cycle and

culminates into full 8th King wealth authority in time globally.

2. We can see in world news the US Dollar eventual devaluation with other global currencies will have great financial and economic effects globally

no matter how it may unwind a gold valuation accounting will take place and form the classic basis of the rebalancing. But due to the magnitude of

the US Dollar global infusion the effect will be global and how it plays out is uncertain. Meaning classically “gold and silver” (Dan11:43) retains the

value, sovereign power and wealth basis, that fiat currency will implode into in controlled fashion, is part of the design of the modern financial

system ushering in a final system, a fully 8th King system financial “solution”.

3. Thus the explicit nature of this King North final prophecy is clearly seen being set-up in just the monetary compromise we are now seeing

especially since 2008 sub prime mortgage developments:

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not

prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the

desirable things of Egypt.
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(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the

land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by

globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature:) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures

(globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth,

wealth system and all “desirable things” of collective global national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

4. Now logically the explicit nature of this prophecy is actually being explained in it’s global financial basics in various ways by many world

economics and gold market commentators. A financial and monetary compromise at the global scale of the US Dollar currency system and it’s co-

dependent nations will equate to a sovereign transference of collateralized “desirable things” of global “Egypt” assets in the global nation-state

system.

5. National properties and precious metals, and many other “desirable things” will end up in King North 8th King control in the final cycle. Whether

fast or slow, the transference is already in action on the debt and devaluation end of the spectrum.

6. That wealth globalization and massive wealth transfer into the globalist system control will equate to the national sovereign power also

transferred to 8th King power control. (Rev17:11-18) The only “solution” to the “problem” will be by 8th King design and sole global potential.

7. Thus many of these governmental regulatory, financial and military consolidation and expansion developments have become far better known

from the many globalization aiding developments that proceeded with and after the 3rd UN placement and it’s “New World Order” objective of

1990.

A. And these are the same developments in voluminous secular research and news sources that is ignored by modern Bethel.

8. But in reality it is the 1990 period and after that aid identification of key globalization trends, developments, powers and organizations that define

the modern globalist and their globalism and globalization operations that must equate into 8th King world government.

Four Globalist Cycles to One World Government – Graphic 2

Full size image below.
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Section VII – 1990 Events Also Identify Major Feature of the Final 8th

King Cycle

World War and Tribulation

1. Three of the four required world wars and or tribulation cycles, including the nuclear fear terrorized “Cold War”, are now seen to produce a world

government rendition after those world wars were resolved. Thus the formulaic use of world war to produce a hopeful world government statement

is seen. The same global power system that funds and breeds global war is the one that then takes credit for the “world peace” vision of the future,

the “false-prophet” who orchestrates their own “world government” counterfeit prophecy.



2. This actual 8th King engineering globalist dimension connection, the ultimate world war profiteers, was not so easily seen in past times as it is

today due to research and logical exposure. But it is the perpetual wealth drain and consolidation in the world war cycle that aids the wealth system

of the 8th King world government planners.

3. Now the fourth cycle of such global tribulation is intuitive in globalist world government development and it is outlined in prophecy as well to

resolve into 8th King world government. (Matt24:29-31). It is intuitive because it works and is the globalist unchangeable model of progressive

global control utilizing a tribulation accelerant of their power consolidation. The national blindness in national and religious ideologies that are of

no ultimate consequence, only aid the globalist control of the nations because patriotism, nationalism and religious minutia distract from the true

causer of world war, those that profit the most from it.

Thus this final tribulation cycle is guaranteed, but it resolves into a grand finale world government presentation, the final

one, by design.

4. The fourth cycle has the benefit of three prior world war cycles, including the Cold War, of expansion and even Global War on Terror fourth

cycle world war proclamation and further 13 years of global expansion to facilitate the grand finale fourth cycle. (Dan11:40); This is also how we

know a unique global tribulation is guaranteed for the fourth cycle finale.

5. The classic national division is now exacerbated by the various ideologies, nationalisms, religious divisions and lack of accurate comprehensive

information that ultimately and finally empowers the 8th King “divide and conquer” principle now to also go global in the fourth cycle final global

transformation into world government.

Final 4 Connected UN Developments Outlined

1. By recognition of that 3rd United Nations placement of 1990 as significant, we can connect it’s significance and final sequence to the previous two

UN placements of 1919 and 1945 that were exposed as prophecy by Jehovah’s witnesses successfully. Now we can see the 8th King has actually four

cycles in prophecy and world government development.

2. Of course these last accelerated 20 years of 3rd UN placement marked globalization has fallen off the JW radar while details of this globalizing

dynamic affirm what is really developing now globally. This also identifies the Bethel problem to be removed and why it has to be eradicated, but for

an ultimate purpose of clarifying this final sequence and what led to it.

3. Incidentally we see the seriousness in Jehovah’s witnesses ignoring this 3rd UN placement as significant or prophecy. It suspends also the 3rd UN

to 4th UN progression to its now logical conclusion in complete world government, not just the UN “image” or the 7th King national world power.

4. Instead the 7th King controlled sovereign “downfall” finalizes in the fourth 8th King cycle ascension into world government. Jehovah’s witnesses

can see none of that detail or logic, and that too went fully into peak development from 1990 forward, the time Bethel should have acted to

enlighten people, they did the opposite. 1990 also marks the total apostate zenith of Bethel going into full control of the JW ministry globally.

Basically the reliable prophetic description backed by modern globalization evidence to form the prophetic milestones

leading to 8th King world government and Christ’s arrival are what Bethel is undermining.

Comprehensive Globalization

1. Thus we are seeing the globalization of a core triad of global “power and authority” plainly seen also in global research.

(1.) Wealth/Financial consolidation that drives:

(2.) Military globalization

(3). Global Sovereign consolidation

2. And that total core control will dominate everything else political, religious, social, technological and logistical. It is world government for real.

3. Now the main global asset symbol and reality of wealth and national sovereign basis, gold, is identified in global financial developments AND

prophecy (Dan11:43) as being the final world power driver in the final cycle in that financial and sovereign dimension that gold has classically

represented and plays a final role in. Rather than “gold and silver” in national control, it will be in the 8th King sovereign defining control as the

basis of the final replacement system. (Dan11:42-43); It’s a gold globalization as well but into centralized 8th King control.

4. Jehovah’s witnesses, the formerly only outpost of truth in the world, now join the overall globalist atmosphere of disinformation and deception,

also being “globalized” into this overall global delusion due to the fact Jehovah’s witnesses used to be the last point of prophetic enlightenment, now

tools of prophetic subversion by apostate Bethel lead. (Dan11:41; Dan8:12; Dan11:30-32a; 2Thess2:1);

But in any event the transference of global authority from the divided nation-state system under 7th King national alliance



lead will in time become undeniable and that 7th King deposition for 8th King final ascension is an important concept to

comprehend now.

7th King / King South Subservience

1. Thus all the driving globalization developments going into supra-national globalist system consolidating control, adds up to the end of the 7th

King and it’s globally predominant nation-state system as far as divided “power and authority”. The entire nation-state system must become

subservient to 8th King world government.

2. Everything nationally worldwide will follow the 7th King downfall into the 8th King full ascension. Thus the 7th King falls to the 8th King

(Dan11:42-43), not at Armageddon where it is just one national part of the conglomerated whole 8th King final global unification when Christ

arrives.

(Revelation 17:11-18) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the

seven (national power progression), and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national)

kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the (globalist) wild beast.

13 These have one thought (sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based) power and authority to

the (globalist apex forming) wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings,

the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” (The Babylon the Great

downfall at the end of the cycle:) 15 And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples

and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns (national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power),

these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn

her with fire. (absorbing religious sovereignty and assets) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to

carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national based) kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast, until the words of

God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings

of the earth.” (the target religious sovereignty);

3. Now we see this “gathering” is driven by 8th King globalization, and this too culminates into 8th King world government defining the “global

situation” of Armageddon:

(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet), and its water

was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for

Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that

looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the

false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating ) 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform

signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together to the

war of the great day of God the Almighty. (parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power)

15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk

naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them (by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and

power consolidations) together (into final 8th King globalist unification symbolized in completion by 4th UN “placement” and proclamations) to

the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17);

More Final Cycle Details

We incidentally note in this final cycle detailing here, in BOTH sovereign transference prophecies above as parallels, “Babylon the Great” is deposed

in this final process (Rev17:15-18), at the end of the final cycle (Rev16:12-19), NOT at it’s start point as Bethel misleads Jehovah’s witnesses with

that delusion. (1Pet4:17)

This is the actual 7th plague Babylon the Great deposition:

(Revelation 16:17-19) And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. At this a loud voice issued out of the sanctuary

from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!” 18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a great earthquake

occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so great. 19 And the great

city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God, to

give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his wrath.

Bethel Delusions that Aid Final Cycle Events

1. That Bethel delusion of Babylon the Great’s judgment starting the final tribulation, will aid the cover up of the required deposition of apostate

Bethel (Dan8:13), with this prepared delusion actually in JW “theology”. Now Bethel can sell their own prepared downfall as if it is “the attack on

Babylon the Great brothers!”.

For more local Bethel organizational and financial “desolation” events Bethel provides this prophetic misapplication of

Daniel 11:44:



2. The “Daniel 11:44 is Next” delusion will aid the concealment of what is actually activating as Daniel 11:42-43 next. Daniel 11:44 is being

prematurely advanced in the prophecy to aid the premature “end of the world” delusion among JWs when the final cycle activates because JWs

expect Daniel 11:45 soon thereafter, but it is a premature expectation.

A. That additional delusion will aid confusion and bewilderment of Jehovah’s witnesses at the start of the final cycle because the final cycle must go

on a number of years as Daniel 11:42-45 merging into Daniel 12. (Dan8:14 timing plus Daniel 12:7 timing minimum);

3. A “peace and security” ruse is also set up in the JW Bethel brainwash system. How that will aid the final cycle commencement and this Bethel

deception is yet unknown.

4. Now we see the apostasy that brought Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses into major 8th King aligned “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:12-

13) and subversion “because of transgression” (Dan8:12), also covers up prophecy and 8th King King North identity in Daniel 8:23-25 and Daniel

11:30-45, and it has purposeful errors set-up in JW “self fulfilling prophecy” to conceal even it’s final operation in the Bethel coup as long as

possible with conveniently misapplied prophecy some of it from the same prophecies being subverted.

It will actually be the temple judgment that is activating, and that too is being covered up as long as possible.

Post 1990 Prophetic Update

1. All this final fulfillment continuum is actually already in the Daniel 8 and 11 prophecy and this is why it is this prophecy that Bethel maintains

inaccuracy concerning in spite of the many 1990 and post 1990 events that provide the true 8th King and apostate details that would update the

prophetic interpretation. Bethel covers up their self-incrimination in the prophecy while the prophecy is fulfilling. While the apostasy prophecy is

active Bethel covers it up as part of the details of the fulfillment of the prophecy. (Dan8:12b) Thus Bethel’s subversion, is actually a co-developing

part of the prophecy affirming it is active.

2. This is why this apostate signal is also unknown to most Jehovah’s witnesses, Bethel will not comment of course on their own apostasy and 8th

King alliances and internal operations in these key prophecies, the “reveal” in other ways. (2Thess2:1-12);

3. And since we see in the prophecy, the prophecy details this critical apostasy from especially the 1990 3rd UN placement period, there is a deeper

reason why it co-develops in more recognizable fashion from this 1990 period. It is an 8th King priority that the exposition be derailed.

A. It is now no coincidence that all this Bethel apostasy and prophetic cover-up just so happens to manifest with their 8th King UN NGO co-

promotions and covenants at the very period the United Nations manifested for the third time in world history. And it is critical to conceal this

reality in prophecy as long as possible, and the Bethel apostate override ensures this will be the case as long as they are present.

4. Contrary to Bethel’s illusion complex, of course the 3rd UN placement like the previous two, and the fourth/last, is already foretold in the

prophecy. We just need to remove the Bethel blinders and deceptive direction since 1990 to refocus on the reality of 1990 8th King developments

in the world and right in Bethel. Daniel 8:11-14, 23 and Daniel 11:30-35, 41 all show King North (8th King) is who develops and guides the Bethel

apostasy.

5. Of course lawless Bethel is not going to come out and admit this is the case. They will instead be removed in the temple judgment period of Daniel

8:13-14. Thus the global signal will intensify because the final cycle will also be beginning (Dan11:42-43), but at the same time recovery information

will come forth once that Bethel obstacle is overtaken by Christ “arriving suddenly” on that “temple” representative syste. (Mal3:1-5; Zech3:1-5);

Christendom Derailed First

1. Now in retrospect Christendom’s overall prophetic analysis was subverted to not even complete the national seven world power progression.

Christendom clerics will not even say the prophecy is valid, and will not expose their “harlot’s” Anglo-American national system “king”.

Christendom fully subverts the prophecy even from national seven world power progression validity.

2. Christendom’s prophetic analysis, at the furthest, reaches the Roman world power, nothing after it matters to institutional Christendom. The

prophecy has been successfully fully subverted by Christendom as they joined the League of Nations and eventually the United Nations

endorsement. Thus there was no chance Christendom would expose the globalist portion of the prophetic and world power progression.

3. Christendom displays it’s own features of 8th King override to meet the world government objective by Christendom’s institutional teaching aid.

Thus the subversion of teachings in Bethel, mirrors the same development in Christendom, only manifesting later in time. The entire corporate and

clerical hierarchy in Bethel also matches that of Christendom’s clergy – and for the same reason of subversion. It merely required a brief time lag to

also install a “Papal” order, and corporate glorified “board of directors” as the 1976 “Governing Body” in Jehovah’s witnesses to carry out the final

stages of the apostasy.

4. Now Bethel is just another “church” of “false religion”, but it’s initial exposure of the first two UN placements, and the exposure of the whole

national prophetic progression leading to it, is valid and the main teaching target of this subversion.
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Bethel Derailed Last

1. When Jehovah’s witnesses came and completed that national sovereign progression prophetic explanation into modern times (1914-1969) and

the 7th King Anglo-American national power climax in it’s nation-state dimension, and started to reveal the first two of four globalist United Nations

renditions as a continuation of that prophecy (1919, 1945 UN placements), the prophetic explanation to continue to the 3rd and 4th UN placement

prophecies was then also subverted.

2. But Jehovah’s witnesses did successfully expose the first two UN placements as a prophetic continuum after 1919 and 1945 UN presentation

events. It was the 3rd UN placement that fell fully off the JW radar and continuum. The UN 1-2-3-4 continuity was thus broken at the last source of

it’s Christian explanation.

3. Instead, like Christendom in 1920, in 1990 Bethel endorsed the 3rd UN placement as UN NGO rather than expose it as prophecy. Now Bethel

rides the wildbeast with their Babylon the Great forerunner, a collective “man of lawlessness” now including apostate Bethel. Their is more that

Bethel is doing as the latest “man of lawlessness 2.0″ to parallel their apostate Christendom counterpart.

4. Now we know the subversion of Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses had to occur between the 1945 2nd UN placement and the 1990 3rd UN

placement cover-up and Bethel’s UN NGO endorsement. (Awake! 9/8/1991) We know the “Governing Body” is then the subversion center that

arose in this very period in 1976 – it is not a big coincidence, it is the first “lift up” of the apostasy as well (2Thess2:3-4) by means of a new corporate

management model by a “body” able to be factionally to fully subverted progressively.

5. In 1976 is when the Bethel “man of lawlessness” actually self-revealed in that corporate Bethel dictatorial power coup, and that timing fits in with

the apostasy that became undeniable by 1990 and after. But after 1976 more apostate override soon developed with enough preparation to override

the 3rd UN placement and to go UN NGO at the same time.

6. But with this more realistic, impartial and updated understanding of Bethel’s modern apostate compromise the Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-

35, 41 prophecies now provide parallel clues that perfectly match the Bethel apostate dimension of development as parallels leading to that 3rd UN

placement marker of Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23 in 1990. The apostasy also goes terminal from this point into full “man of lawlessness” revealing

right from Bethel. (Dan8:23a);

In the meantime JWs are sold a fantasy of the past as they drifted by the UN 3rd placement as if it never occurred.

Temple Judgment Prerequisites Met

1. And due to the actual seriousness of what is really going on in the subverted JW ministry, we know now it sets up the temple judgment (1Pet4:17;

Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5) that must also activate with the final 8th King global cycle of tribulation (Dan11:42-43) to resolve into world government.

(Dan11:44-45).

Thus the temple judgment and the final 8th King cycle are fully covered up by modern Bethel’s subverted “theology”.

2. Now all the apostasy culminating and temple judgment forming developments interconnect Daniel 8 and 11 parallels to the same period as the 3rd

UN placement as the reality of the Bethel developments and actual 8th King developments began manifesting fully in intensified manner since that

time.

Temple Indictment as UN NGO “Transgression” Related (Matt24:15)

1. Now this “desolation” has the “disgusting thing that is causing desolation” as it’s UN NGO reality central to this divine temple desolation and 8th

King “trampling” decree to commence with the final cycle that JWs are now oblivious to:

(Daniel 8:13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who

was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the

transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple

“established place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple

desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle);

2. We know what “disgusting thing” (Matt24:15) in the 3rd UN placement uncommented on by Bethel that that UN NGO “transgression” “causing

desolation” actually parallels with here:

(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act

effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those

leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be

arms that will stand up (8th King led infiltration at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners);  and they

(collusion with Bethel) will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (3rd UN placement

1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990;
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UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);

3. And we know in this critical 1990 emerging sequence that the Daniel 11:30-31 developments also have a 8th King King North led apostasy at

Bethel among it’s defective anointed Christian “those leaving the holy covenant” maturing here:

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into

apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified

apostasy);

4. And that “apostasy” is this signal “apostasy” “in the temple” in it’s final form:

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-4) Let no one (including Bethel; Rev2:2) seduce you in any manner, because it (temple judgment and final cycle)

will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the (modern, final) man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction.

4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone…

(This cannot be in the Christendom claimant temple as Bethel states, but in the real Christian anointed temple in modern

times.)

King North Bethel Invasion

1. It is obvious the self-exalted, self-appointed, corporately invented, gradually implemented (Dan8:12), “Governing Body over all Jehovah’s

Witnesses” meets this criteria of “lifting themselves over everyone” in explicit and literal form. Their 1990 UN NGO centerpiece of 8th King

idolatry is just the cherry on top.

2. That UN NGO is also just the tip of the iceberg for the prophetic cover up and “interpretive engineering” to aid the concealment of the Bethel

apostates is also serious in final implications. The downfall of Bethel is the end of their objective:

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally), and

there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present now at Bethel; Stumbling

people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);

3. The main signal in the UN NGO is also manifest:

(Matthew 24:15-16) “Therefore, when you catch sight of the (UN NGO; Dan11:31) disgusting thing that causes desolation, as

spoken of through Daniel the prophet (modern Dan11:31 “disgusting thing that causes desolation” as parallel of Dan8:13 “transgression

causing desolation”), standing in a holy place (in the JW “constant feature” ministry as UN NGO), (let the reader use discernment,)

16 then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains. (Because the JW Bethel desolation judgment for that UN NGO “transgression

causing desolation” is near; 1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5);

4. The discernment is Daniel 11:31b is that “disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet” most recently

manifested.

5. The subversion is what developed progressively at Bethel leading to all this apostate development:

(Daniel 8:11) . . .And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken

away (profaned first; Dan11:31a), and the established place (Bethel JW worldwide organization; Dan11:31a “fortress”) of his sanctuary

was thrown down. (now spiritually “thrown down” to progress to the final effect of Daniel 11:31a, 41)

The Subversion:

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King infiltrative control), together with the

constant [feature] (imbibed with misinformation), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins permits allowance of the

compromise by removed divine blessing and discernment while fulfillment of prophecy is effected for greater future purpose); and it kept

throwing truth to the earth (cover up, misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” completely successful

unlike anything World War 2 produced in ultimate failure when compared to this 8th King engineered intelligence and subversion operation

deployed through the Governing Body and installed Bethel agents);

6. Thus the temple judgment is timed as a final verification of what the Bethel divine and 8th King instrumental downfall actually means as the final

cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 begins.

Timed Temple Judgment Period

(Daniel 8:14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; (1150 or 2300 literal days) and [the]

holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification “right condition” completed in this time period
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parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

7. That temple judgment event starts the final cycle in it’s spiritual dimension and must run it’s course.

Section VIII – The Ultimate Completion: Christ’s Arrival – The Messianic

Kingdom 144000 Completion

1. Now we see tracking prophecy in the national sovereign progression of the nations is to connect that development to final globalization events of

world power – and it’s prophecy. It is complete in prophecy and will become complete in world history. That world government completion triggers

Christ’s arrival by divine timing, not human or demon. The Christ arrival is to first complete his own Messianic Kingdom 144000 sovereign agency

and complete his own ministry. Thus the whole progression is important and it has to be made known.

The importance to Jehovah’s witnesses coming out of the temple judgment is that is what must be explained properly.

2. Tracking the globalist United Nations manifestations is like a gauge to the completion of world government which can then enable Christ’s full

arrival, for the final rival system will be complete and ready and stated as such. (Dan8:25, 11:45, 12:11; 1Thess5:1-3) That requirement of a

conglomerated final and complete rival 8th King sovereign is also logical to bring the entire issue to a climax, which prophecy does and so will the

world system and God and Christ themselves in the exact way God has spoken by the Word and prophecy.

3. Now we know the Christendom subversion diverted the final meaning of the national prophetic progression. In time Jehovah’s witnesses picked

up that national progression in it’s Anglo-American national terminus system as the identified 7th King of Bible prophecy. Jehovah’s witnesses

began also exposing the globalist UN manifestations in two of four cycles from the 1919 League of Nations that led to the United Nations placement

after WW2 in 1945.

4. After that time Bethel was successfully subverted by Christian defection and 8th King King North infiltration by 1990 so thorough Bethel joined

the UN co-promotion as the sovereign nation of “spiritual Israel” by it’s “government body” as a UN NGO. Thus the very purpose of tracking the

globalist prophecy for this required continuation of a 3rd and 4th UN placement finality, is now unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses due to this now

terminal prophecy.

5. The importance is due to the fact the 8th King world government completion is also not the final completion to come upon planet Earth. When

Christ arrives the remnant of the 144000 must also be completed. Christ secures the final heavenly and earthly “sheep”, and oversees Babylon the

Great’s final judgment before the divine war phase of the Armageddon climax. (Matt24:29-31; Rev6:12-17; Rev14:1; Matt25:31-46; Rev14:14-20);

Apostasy Then Temple Judgment

1. The purpose of the temple judgment is for Christ clear out the Bethel apostasy (2Thess2:8; Zech3:4-5) and it’s subversion operation in the

process of a desolating judgment employing the same entity connected to the UN NGO, Bethel’s “8th King”. (Dan8:13); Bethel already has defined

the entity of it’s “trampling” as a temple judgment signal requirement. (Rev8:3-5; Dan8:13-14);

2. The event is also the only way to awaken spiritually dated and comatose Jehovah’s witnesses. (Matt25:1-13); Simple reasoning will not get

through to most JWs because the subversion was of a number of decades in the making, and many Bethel apostate self protection devices are

employed to isolate JWs in the atmosphere of a controlled delusion. (Dan11:32-35);

3. The apostate delusion was also required to be “successful” in it’s prophecy at Daniel 8:11-13, 11:30-32. It was also permitted by God to provide a

final basis of the temple judgment at 2Thessalonians 2:11-12. The temple judgment is purposed for a far greater divine objective to come about as

and after it completes for temple purification and ministerial final Kingdom proclamation recovery. (Rev8-11). The temple judgment also signals

the beginning of Revelation 8-11, and those first four trumpet pronouncements will in time tell the whole Bethel and final 8th King story guaranteed

by God, backed by Christ and angelic certainty.

4. The temple judgment is the spiritual signal of the final cycle starting (1Pet4:17) in the Daniel 11:42-45 context also activating in some manner as

the global signal. In time Jehovah’s witnesses and the world will know a new period has started, but Jehovah’s witnesses have to make known it is the

8th King fourth and final cycle leading to world government and Christ’s arrival.

Final Kingdom Proclamation Clarification

1. Ultimately the Bethel apostates fail (Dan11:32b; Dan11:35), but in the development they fulfill signal prophecy (2Thess2:3-4), and define the final

exposition of prophecy (Rev8:6-12) in everything they now cover up, to come out fully in time for it forms the basis (Rev8:6-12) of the final warning

(Rev9-11).

2. The temple judgment is also the required accounting for the UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13) and other Bethel

transgression and lawlessness as shown previously. It is the 8th King “trampling” divine decree of Daniel 8:13 that will culminate Daniel 11:41

internal to external positioning at Bethel. It will be a signal because the “trampling” will become widely known and undeniable when this activates.
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3. Thus the very 8th King entity Bethel is in union with, is the one God permits to orchestrate that first “trampling” to aid organizational “desolating”

intrigues to provide the context of the recovery in whatever way God does that. It also forms a recognizable first global milestone signalling the final

prophetic cycle has begun. (1Pet4:17);

4. That is also why the current Bethel “interpretation” of that prophecy of Daniel 8:11-14 is inaccurate and ascribes that massive temple judgment

prophecy to minor organizational adjustments of the 1930s and 1940s that instead increased Bethel dictatorial power over the congregations.

5. Instead the temple judgment is required to guarantee prophecy is again paid attention to by Jehovah’s witnesses able to make that judgment cut.

(Matt25:1-13; 13:36-42) The temple judgment will ensure this national-to-globalist progression and it’s full four UN cycles and final world

government implications are fully understood as part of the final warning it establishes.

6. Like the 1914-1919 cycle, this recovered purified Christian ministry will deploy into the final 8th King cycle while it is active in global tribulation

forming. That is not the only repeating element of this final process of prophecy and world milestones manifesting as one.

7. The valid prophetic explanation and exposure of Bethel’s apostasy forms the first chapter of the final warning developments as signified in the

first four trumpets of Revelation 8 final fulfillment. The temple judgment parallel of Daniel 8:13-14 (1Pet4:17) is Revelation 8:3-5 final fulfillment.

Thus the final cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 marked by the temple judgment timing of Daniel 8:13-14 also starts Revelation 8-11 as the repeating

continuum the temple judgment of Revelation 8:3-5 will be marking.

Connecting the Apostasy to the Final Prophetic Continuum

1. The Bethel apostasy itself is a repeating principle as will be the temple judgment as will be the whole final 8th King cycle as will be the prophecy

outlining the whole thing that JWs now subvert by Bethel lead. There could not be a more dangerous place to be resisting God than in the Bethel

system when the time limit of the desolation has reached it’s Daniel 8:14 “evening” limit. (Isa66:6) Though the Bethel “a system of things”

(Matt13:36-42) is just a visible representation of the anointed Christian ministry by claim, it is where the “trampling” and “desolation” can come for

global notoriety to be connected later to what is really in action.

2. Bethel is where the “lawless one” is deploying the foretold “operation of error” so that those who can will “get to believing the lie” whose first cell

of deception is the Governing Body myth, merely actually a corporate dictatorship empowering the “man of lawlessness” “in the temple” among

anointed Christians.

3. No matter how it is God must neutralize the “man of lawlessness” from “in the temple”, He will, it is in the prophecy. (Zech3:1-5; 2Thess2:8); And

that divine task will be a priority for later as well, God will repay the “man of lawlessness” entirety. (Amos 9:1-3; Deut 7:9-10). Thus none of the

unrepentant Bethel apostates (the modern “five foolish virgins” and “evil slave” temple judgment determination (Zech3:1-3)) or 8th King infiltrators

will ultimately escape – guaranteed, because this leads to further developments over years.

4. The temple judgment will develop in time as the first wave of this preparatory action and a first 8th King warning to lead to Revelation 11:1-7.

(The 8th King removal of the “constant feature” by the deposition of the “two witnesses” recovered ministry, years later, is what this leads to and

Christ’s final response upon the rival 8th King system at that time at the end of the final 8th King cycle.);

5. Even now Bethel represents the greatest apostasy since the days of the Pharisees and their Sanhedrin “governing body” of Christ’s time, the

cohorts of the “son of destruction” first pattern, which the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses is a final rendition of in the style of the Roman

Papacy. (2Thess2:1-4);

6. Those are the “bodies”, not the “body of the Christ”, that the Governing Body pictures and carries out the same apostate purpose of “set in

opposition” to actual anointed Christian truth of God’s prophecy, while being pictured in the prophecy, live and real-time. Though many plainly see

the lawless nature of the Governing Body, and many are stumbled by their scandals and hypocrisy, few are connecting it to the final prophecy

requirements and continuum. (2Pet2:1-3; Zech3:1-3; Isa28; 2Thess2:1-4; Dan8:12-14; Rev8:3-5; Rev8:10-11);

The Governing Body, The First “Error” and “Lie”

The timing of their dictatorial seizure of Bethel at the peak of the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry in 1976 is critical as to when the JW ministry started

to become spiritually polluted. (Rev8:10-11; 2Cor11:13-15); This is the cell and dictatorial corporate seizure that allowed the incept lawlessness to

begin in it’s own self-appointed authority and presumed validity as a Biblical “body” with implied divine authority. That is the first major blasphemy

God has to have permitted to form in the Christian ministry. (2Thess2:11-12);

In hindsight this explains the organizational productive growth downward spiral statistically provable to have begun in 1976 that a few years later

produced the UN NGO. The historic epicenter of the downfall of Bethel all centers on the 1976 Governing Body change in Bethel management. That

is the “gradually given over” meaning of progressive subversion at Daniel 8:12-13.

Turning Acts 15 into a “governing body” vehicle, when none i actually named and present is how by error or evil intent the “operation of error” goes

to Jehovah’s witnesses from that cell of initial acceptance as Biblical. Acts 15 becomes about the “Governing Body” rather than what Acts 15 is

actually about, a emergency one-time session convened to settle the circumcision dispute.
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The whole self-invention of the “Governing Body”, in actuality a mundane corporate entity of eventual lawless operations, is based on the Acts 15

presumption that became accepted as that additional “body” then attached to itself actually fraudulent divine mandate and authority all of which is

superimposed and described by Bethel’s own rationale, not Acts 15. And that experiment and divinely permitted “operation of error” is the key and

initial “error” of the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry and will lead to it’s temporary cessation, it will climax in JW organizational disaster as foretold.

The “Governing Body” myth is the first manifestation of “the lie” in the modern Christian apostate development.

(2 Thessalonians 2:11-12) So that is why God lets an operation of error go to them, that they may get to believing the lie, 12 in

order that they all may be judged because they did not believe the truth but took pleasure in unrighteousness.

In the climax of this apostasy, this error and lie forms a basis of the temple judgment. The Governing Body lie in time of course led to more untruths

as profanations, but it was the key development allowing it to become Bethel policy. (Rev8:10-12);

Connecting Bethel Lawlessness to Prophecy

1. Although many in the world, and some in Jehovah’s witnesses, recognize the spiritually lawless realities of the Governing Body, partly because it

is a Web global record of astounding volume of actual Bethel crime and scandals, few are connecting it to the final prophecy requirements and

continuum. (2Pet2:1-3; Zech3:1-3; Isa28; 2Thess2:1-4; Dan8:12-14; Rev8:3-5; Rev8:10-11);

2. On another level, some of those that are making the “man of lawlessness” to modern Bethel connection are not connecting it further to the temple

judgment (Dan8:13-14; 1Pet4:17), and it’s connection to the “fire” purification requirement (Zech3:4-5; Rev8:3-5; Zech3:2) prior to the recovery

(Rev9; Isa12) and the final commission (Rev10; Zech3:6-7) and the final world warning (Rev11:1-7), in the final 8th King cycle active, as a

comprehensive multi-year signal of milestones leading to 8th King world government final milestone (Dan11:45, 12:11, 8:25) and Christ’s final

Messianic Kingdom completing arrival. (Matt24:29-31; Rev11:8-12);

3. Thus in reality the Bethel apostasy is the first link in the prophetic chain leading to Armageddon and Christ’s arrival and this is important to be

aware of.

4. By knowing this even Bethel lawlessness now builds faith (1Pet1:19-21), rather than weaken it, because a divine accounting (Dan8:13 The JW

“earthquake” of Rev8:3-5) is what it indicates and it’s magnitude is for the wake up call of Jehovah’s witnesses (Matt25:1-13) and goes further to

ultimate prophetic fulfillment leading to 8th King world government and Christ’s arrival over some final years whose periods and milestones are

prophetic.

Unique Temple Judgment Signal

1. According to a true replication now in action even in the apostasy itself every repeating prophetic and illustrative element of the first 1914-1919

judgment will also repeat, but the unique temple judgment and timing of Daniel 8:13-14 is what will lead to that final warning and 8th King world

government to spark to eruption of God and Jesus Christ.

2. Thus Bethel’s apostate initial signal (2Thess2:1-4; Zech3:1-3) is not just prophecy but an indication of the entire unified final prophetic cycle

(Rev10:6-8) all the way to Christ’s return. (Rev11:11-19; Rev6:12-17; Matt24:29-31) That is the full connection the Bethel apostasy is signalling, that

many are not seeing in a prophetic guaranteed continuum. (Rev8-11, Rev 15-16);

3. Bethel claims to teach the truth of that return of Jesus Christ, but they do it in a dated past limited form, by plagiarizing and endlessly repeating

the past, and they keep it in the ambiguity of dated JW understanding. That distracting gloss with assumed validity and authority is how this is slid

by JWs since 1976 by a central “supreme council” deploying it in dictatorial fashion. That overridden, engineered and overly simplistic Bethel

version of post 1990 prophetic “reality” is provided by the subversion “operation of error” to a climax (Dan8:23a) by overriding the 3rd and 4th

UN prophecies in Daniel 8 and 11.

4. By this successful subversion Bethel avoids and conceal (Dan8:12) all the details of the 3rd and final 4th cycle of the 8th King present in those

prophecies. “Throwing truth to the earth” is thus a Daniel 8:12 fulfilling aspect of Bethel’s “operation of error”. It si the lie from 1976 that many

Jehovah’s witnesses have been misled to believe now.

Non-Anointed Bethel Exposes Themselves as Lawless

1. As the prophecy stated they are “revealed” in due time and much of it by their own hand as they also removed the anointed Christian restraint

from Bethel and their advancements in lawlessness go unchecked aiding their “revealing”. (2Thess2:1-12) The UN NGO is evidence as to what low

sink Bethel has actually sunk. Along with serious transgression like the UN NGO, Bethel introduces all kinds of scandals and lawless policy.

2. This is infused into the Bethel record by actual Bethel actions and sanctions to stumble people on the public level, to make their “smooth word”

Watchtower gloss (Dan11:32a) seem even more hypocritical to anyone knowing what Bethel has really been up to lately. Much of the modern

criticism of the JW ministry stems from Bethel’s own public activity and lawless blowback from the global public, especially on the Worldwide Web,

Bethel’s main covertly connected stumbling territory.
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In other words “King North” led Bethel internally feeds their own stumbling campaign from within purposely.

3. Now theological discussion that formed around the JW ministry in the past, is replaced by discussion of Bethel criminal activity in the present.

Even the focus of the opposition is no longer theological and prophecy, but discussion of actual Bethel hypocrisy, scandal and UN NGO affiliations

with the wildbeast. This transformation was also progressive and gradual. Now it is terminal, Bethel is spiritually finished and only judgment can

recover reality. The plummeting JW growth rate is not because “the preaching work is at apex”, it is because the Bethel stumbling work is what is at

apex.

4. Bethel is creating subversion, diversion and distraction in all this to be “set in opposition” to the final detailed prophecy and it’s exposition of the

final two 8th King cycles that will lead to Christ’s sovereign retort, in person at Armageddon, now made clear since the 1990 3rd UN placement

Bethel conveniently ignores.

5. Bethel’s goal is to truncate this UN quadruple cycle understanding as long as possible, until they are removed. Instead JWs are being set-up for

one grand finale of 8th King hoax, confusion and financial intrigues to attempt to depose the JW ministry permanently, in the process of the

“transgressors act to a completion” now in motion at Bethel. (Dan8:23a); It is logical the 8th King internals at Bethel are devising the final seizure of

the corporate basis of the JW ministry.

6. That apostasy repeat, repeats a clarifying judgment, and that sets in motion a final repeat of the whole prophetic basis of the modern Jehovah’s

witnesses original Kingdom proclaiming ministry as it too recovers, clarifies and repeats towards 8th King world government. (Rev11:1-7);

7. If Jehovah’s witnesses were not derailed and stalled, the repeating principles that already defined the ministry would be far more recognizable in

the Bethel apostate repeat in itself. And logically the rest of the replicating features would also start to explain themselves, because they have all

already happened before. And from that JWs would see a whole continuum overall is what is repeating to the long foretold climax period and

“conclusion of the system of things”.

Instead in God’s prophetic purpose, the apostasy of Jehovah’s witnesses instead sets up a far more ominous and extensive

signal development to wake up Jehovah’s witnesses and in time effect the final Kingdom warning for global information of

what is really in action.

The Future Ministerial Cycle Will Repeat the Initial 1914-1919 Pattern

The 1914-1919 initial pattern of the Christian ministry repeats the entire prophetic structure as it’s unique prelude developments of Daniel 8:13-14

and Daniel 11:42-45 activate to this replication.

1. Like the initial Kingdom “birth” ministry went forth, the final Kingdom completion ministry deploys.

2. Like that initial Kingdom ministry deploying into an active World War 1 “tribulation”, the final Kingdom ministry deploys into an active global

tribulation at that time.

3. Like the initial tribulation ended with WW1 to resolve into the League of Nations presentation, the final tribulation also resolves (Matt24:29) into

8th King UN related world government.

4. As the initial ministry fulfilled Daniel 12:7 to cease into the concurrent first “disgusting thing” placement of Daniel 12:11, the final ministry will

repeat Daniel 12:7 (Rev11:1-7) to also be ceased into the concurrent final “disgusting thing” placement of Daniel 12:11 repeating in final fulfillment.

A. Daniel 11:42-45 unique final 8th King world government/tribulation cycle must converge into Daniel 12 final fulfillment.

B. Daniel 8:13-14 unique temple judgment activates Revelation 8 to lead to the Revelation 9 ministerial recovery to lead to the final Kingdom

warning of Revelation 10-11 honoring the principles of that prophecy’s first fulfillment but in final fulfillment form.

Thus two unique progressions, (1) as the 8th King final world government and tribulation cycle, and (2) as the temple judgment of Jehovah’s

witnesses will activate with milestones indicating the final fulfillment and it’s applicable sovereign prophecy replication has begun.

Plainly Identifies the World Government Issue and Rival 8th King Entity

1. The recovered ministry from the signal Bethel final apostasy will provide the summarization of all prophecy and it’s world globalization

developments leading to 8th King world government now being concealed by Bethel’s subversion “operation of error”. (Rev8:1-13);

2. The divine ramifications of that 8th King world government completion to enable God and Jesus Christ’s final arrival and sovereign response will

be made known. The global context will be the activation of Daniel 11:42-45 and Revelation 15-16 in the global dimension. (Hag2:7);

3. Thus the UN world government completion drive (Dan11:42-45) and it’s tribulation resolution (Matt24:29) and world recovery potential



(Isa41:1) will become more clearly understood and stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan8:25) by 8th King powers themselves. That milestone development will

form a globally seen progressive “gauging” to Christ’s arrival after world government completion. This will be recognized by those understanding

the prophecy to allow an approximated monitoring to perceive the milestones preceding Christ’s arrival upon an eventually completed world

government rival system finale.

In reality the whole trek of human world power to Christ’s arrival is already fully in the prophecy in detail.

Prophetic Periods as Recognizable Milestones

1. The prophecy identifies the meaning of Daniel 8:14 (temple judgment) period first, to lead in time the, Daniel 12:7 (final warning) period, and then

further to Daniel 12:11 (world government) period. These are periods of world milestones, not exact dates, but known and timed periods with

milestone meaning for each period to become recognizable as each respective period unfolds.

2. The 1260 day final warning time signature of the recovered Christian ministerial final warning provides a 1260 day cross relating feature to

connect Daniel 7:25, Revelation 11:2-3, 12:6,14 and Revelation 13:5 to Daniel 12:7′s period of time marked and known by God as a period to

become recognized, not an exact date. It is the Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment timed period that must connect in some way to that final warning

period. One thing leads to another.

3. Thus the basis of final understanding of prophecy is based on a repeat of the prophecy, not a new “interpretation”, because all this occurred in

1914-1919 with a preview of the same outcome that is finalizing.

4. All that is updated is prophecy after the 1990 Bethel diversions in the 3rd UN placement in “New World Order” mode (Dan11:31b) after the Cold

War (Dan11:29), and the globalization ramifications and actual purpose of the globalization (Rev16:13-16) and the global sovereign effect it must

have (Rev17:11-18).

The final cycle of unique 8th King activity as Daniel 11:42-45 that merges into Daniel 12 repeated and final fulfillment, is

also made known while in that final cycle of 8th King world development activated as Daniel 11:42-43 towards full “King

North” world government.

Is a Live and Real-Time Final Warning

1. Since the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 must activate with the 8th King final cycle of Daniel 11:42-45, the timed Bethel judgment must

progress as the Daniel 11:42-43 global financial intrigues and wealth globalization gold (thus sovereign) control is in action, so this will take the

Daniel 8:14 timing to resolve the temple judgment and purification for ministerial recovery.

2. Thus the recovered Christian ministry will form in the final tribulation as it is heading for world “peace and security” resolution into 8th King

world government completion (Dan11:45, 12:11) providing a live and real-time warning and final invitational announcement of God’s Kingdom

simultaneous with these increasingly recognizable final developments.

3. That is the final Kingdom ultimatum of the “little scroll” and second “two witnesses” final fulfillment in that time period that the Revelation 8

temple judgment of Jehovah’s witnesses eventually leads to.

There are actually two Kingdom witnessings, one at Messianic Kingdom birth (1914-1919) and one in the future at

Messianic Kingdom completion. (Rev11:11-18; Rev14:1-12; Matt24:30-31)

Final Ministerial Cessation – Revelation 11:1-7 Final Fulfillment Replication

1. That final accurate recovered Kingdom ministry will be ceased as was the 1914-1918 initial version of the same Kingdom ministry as Revelation

11:1-7 proceeds for the final 1260 day warning and conclusion to UN world government in whatever way it manifests.

2. The Daniel 11:44 and 8:25 “attack” parallels of 8th King world government culminated “authority” (Rev13:5; Rev17:11-18) is the period when the

final “two witnesses” is ceased marking that Daniel 12:11 “constant feature is removed” marker. Daniel 12:11 is also marked by the “place the

disgusting thing” in the 8th King world government in it’s fourth cycle culmination. That is how Daniel 11:45 and Daniel 8:25 converges into Daniel

12:11.

That is also how the 1914-1919 initial Christian ministry arrived at the same Daniel 12:11 destination that the final Christian

ministry will again arrive it in final fulfillment.

3. The interesting detail is in Daniel 8:25 and 8th King uni-polar sole world “power and authority”. The “bring many to ruin” occurs simultaneously

with the “freedom from care” world “peace and security” parallel:

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he (King of Fierce Countenance as 8th King) will also certainly cause deception to

succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3) he will bring
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many to ruin. (Dan11:44-45; Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will

be broken. (Dan11:45; Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45);

4. Thus the 1Thessalonians 5:1-3 world “peace and security” 8th King global sovereign statement period, “whenever it is that they are saying“, is

that “freedom from care” parallel which will also see one-sided 8th King destructive operations on the “two witnesses” (Rev11:7) and Babylon the

Great shown at the end of the cycle. (Rev16:12-19; Rev17:15-18);

144000 Completion

1. Thus the “two witnesses” are required to be ceased prior to Babylon the Great (Rev14:1-8). The 144000 completion is what the “death” of the

“two witnesses” leads to (Rev11:7-12; Matt24:30-31) in the initial parts of the Daniel 12:11 period marked by that deposition by the 8th King also as

world government. (Dan7:25-26);

2. Thus Christ final Messianic Kingdom coronation and “crown stone” (Zech4:6-9; 6:9-15) is upon a complete 144000 Kingdom “body” (Rev14:1) at

that time, while the 8th King is in world government authority as Christ finalizes Messianic Kingdom completion simultaneously “in the midst of his

[8th King] enemies”.

3. Thus like the original Kingdom ministerial pattern, that final warning ministerial “constant feature” cessation will conclude as the 8th King is in

full world government authority culminating (After Rev13:5 completes, as Rev11:2-7 completes parallel), in climax manner to become clearer at

that time as Christ must arrive after that time (after Matt24:29 in Dan12:11) to complete the 144000 to enable his full Messianic Kingdom

coronation event and finalize Psalm 110.

(Psalm 110:1-2) The utterance of Jehovah to my Lord is: “Sit at my right hand Until I place your enemies as a stool for your

feet.”  2 The rod of your strength Jehovah will send out of Zion, [saying:] “Go subduing in the midst of your enemies.”

4. Whereas 1914 was Christ’s coronation in God’s Kingdom authority (Rev6:1-2, the bow), the future will see Christ also coronated over the

Messianic Kingdom authority (Rev19:11-21, the sword), and that is why the 144000 must be completed to fully enable this official finality of the

King of kings in the also completed 8th King’s face.

(Luke 22:28-30) “However, you are the ones that have stuck with me in my trials; 29 and I make a covenant with you

(Messianic Kingdom), just as my Father has made a covenant with me (God’s Kingdom), for a kingdom, 30 that you may eat and

drink at my table in my kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge the twelve tribes of Israel.

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom (Messianic Kingdom) that will never be

brought to ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these

kingdoms, and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain (God’s Kingdom) a

stone (Messianic Kingdom) was cut not by hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the

gold. (the 8th King world government conglomeration) The grand God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after

this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

5. The 144000 completion is the doomsday completion for the 8th King. It is the 8th King world government completion concurrent sovereign

completion of God defining the Messianic Kingdom body, the 8th King replacement and conqueror.

6. The 144000 completion enables Christ’s final King of kings coronation, then in time after final earth sheep securing (Matt25:31-46), he will

prove to the 8th King why he is the “King of kings” (Rev19:11-21) and that he does not recognize them as legal sovereigns because the 2520 days

“appointed times of the nations” final extension will also have completed and expired in that final 1260 days “time, times and half a time”. Jehovah’s

witnesses proved the 2520 years divine allowance already expired in 1914.

7. The two 1260 days “witnessings” of the fullest “two witnesses” meaning merely extended that 2520 years as “Seven times” of divine allowance

completion into a final warning of two witnessings of 1260 days each, combining to form an extended final 2520 days upon the same “Seven times”

principle. It also affirms why Revelation 11 has two fulfillments, it is also logical;. (Rev10:11)

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many

kings.”

8. This is why the official “little scroll” is also part of the disturbing “reports” to the King North 8th King power as per Daniel 11:44. For all intents

and purposes, 144000 completion is the 8th King finalized death certificate and their “warring with the two witnesses” and killing some of that

membership only aids the completion overall of the 144000. The final 1260 days is just God’s final fair warning to the 8th King and the final

invitational information for those in the world to take advantage of in those final two sovereign periods of Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11 which are

periods both opened for salvation.

Salvation Open to the Last Minute of the Last Hour; (Gen7:4; Dan9:27; Dan12:7+Dan12:11)

1. Thus 8th King global intrigues on the “two witnesses” and the larger Babylon the Great entity deposition (Rev17:15-18) provides a final “rocking
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1. Thus 8th King global intrigues on the “two witnesses” and the larger Babylon the Great entity deposition (Rev17:15-18) provides a final “rocking

the nations” climax of the tribulation that resolves into more specific 8th King objectives of selective purges known in prophecy to be known in the

world system. People present and being moved to repentance can be saved in that final period even after, and especially in, Christ’s true “presence”

in complete earthly arrival as a Mighty God spirit being to oversee these final judgments and the final harvest of saved ones. (Rev14:14-20)

(Haggai 2:7) “‘And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this

house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

2. Obviously then Jehovah’s witnesses are teaching the “preaching work ends” and this deception is limiting human awareness that Christ finishes his

own ministry and it continues for 1000 years rather than end. Bethel is instead working against the full openness of the salvation offer, they stumble

people away from God and the Bible, and they even hinder the final anointings.

These are the kinds of clarifications that will come forth from the Bethel “ashes” of divine desolations. (Zech3:2; Rev8:3-5);

Final World Scale Judgments Under The Completed Messianic Kingdom

1. Sheep and Goat Determination Period

A. Thus the initial priority of the arrival of Jesus Christ is Messianic Kingdom completion and final “sheep” securing (Matt24:30-31) well before the

destruction of the rival 8th King world government system. Christ must complete Kingdom and be the divinely crowned King of kings after the 8th

King completes it’s rival world government and in the presence of that 8th King world power as a conglomerated global unification of all the nations

into one final rival sovereignty against Christ’s Kingdom authority.

B. Christ completes his own ministry (Matt10:23) in person as Mighty God (Isa9:6), and sheep securing is the priority in the sheep and goat final

determinations made in this period of final time. (Matt25:31-46; Rev14:14-20); Thus Babylon the Great judgment in an operating 8th King world

governmental global system, and eventual world judgment and 8th King judgment are all overseen by Christ after the 144000 completion as the

whole Messianic Kingdom “Court” renders the final judgment. (Dan7:26)

That is the Messianic “glorious Throne” Christ sits on at Matthew 25:31, a complete Messianic Kingdom.

C. This is why tracking the 8th King world government completion prophecy is so important. It gives modern world developmental detail and

prophecy detail on post 1990 8th King development, and final cycle development that can be used to also perceive in greater detail Christ’s arrival

for God’s own Messianic Kingdom completion (Rev10:6-8) approximately concurrent. Thus BOTH completions are very important and form the

ultimate sovereign climax for the full Armageddon meaning and the 7th plague “it has come to pass” finale.

D. The recovered ministry is what completes the prophetic understanding of the “sacred secret of God according to the good news” as it approaches,

“is about to blow his trumpet”, prior to the actual 7th trumpet Messianic Kingdom completion. That is the full “little scroll” sovereign final content,

it is “little” in duration, but enormous in sovereign meaning.

E. Then, “in the days”, a period of time of pre-7th trumpet manifestation, the “good news” prophecy is completed and made known as “little scroll”

and what it foretold will be actually coming into completion:

(Revelation 10:6-7) “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is

about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the

prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

F. That leads to the real thing, the full Messianic Kingdom completion:

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of the

world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

G. Thus the “little scroll” of 1914-1918, 1919 meaning did give a valid preview of the final 8th King culmination and it’s concurrent Messianic

Kingdom sequence. The “little scroll” must occur again, explicitly noted in this way:

(Revelation 10:10-11) And I took the little scroll out of the hand of the angel and ate it up, and in my mouth it was sweet as

honey; but when I had eaten it up, my belly was made bitter. 11 And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard

to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

Thus all the seven trumpets are a final world alarm signal leading over time to the final Christ arrival and Messianic

Kingdom completion.

H. The “sheep and goat” judgment is a global individual determination Christ makes as the sovereign owner of planet Earth appointed by God and

purchased by ransom, so the most fundamental power of sacrifice can be applied to even some people who are not aware of their “sheep” status, or

when they even “saw” Christ, for they ask “when did we see you…?”. (Matt25:31-46);
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I. The “sheep and goat” comprehensive world judgment thus includes everything judged in the Babylon the Great and 8th King systems that may

come out in the final stage of the judgment. It is the conclusion of what “started with the house of God” at 1 Peter 4:17.

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time (is prophetically marked; Dan8:13-14) for the (overall comprehensive) judgment (cycle) to

start with the house of God. (the temple judgment on God’s house starts the final continuum of judgment and the prophecy outlining it.) Now

if it starts first with us, what will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?

J. This is why understanding what the Jehovah’s witnesses temple judgment means is so important. It starts the final cycle, just as the Bethel

apostasy signals the temple judgment it must in time result in. A very important connection to the final cycle of prophecy and world milestones to

be marked and signaled by the temple judgment on the Jehovah’s witnesses is now unknown due to the Bethel apostates.

K. The Jehovah’s witnesses temple judgment meaning in the  “a system of things” (Matt13:36-42), “earth” (Rev8:3-5), “virgins” (Matt25:1-13), “high

priest Joshua” (Zech3:1-5), “temple” (Mal3:1-5), “constant feature, holy place, and army” (Dan8:13-14) which all mark a beginning of the final cycle

and this too is unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses but will soon repeat in final form.

L. This is why the Bethel apostasy must be judged, removed and exposed as part of the final explanation (Rev8:6-12) to in time become divinely

commissioned (Zech3:6-7) as the complete “little scroll”. Thus the Jehovah’s witnesses admission of guilt is required to get the repentance to

empower the true meaning of the temple purification (Zech3:4-7) from a current corrupted truth now “1/3″ profaned by the Bethel subversion

(Rev8:10-12). Thus the admission leads to the awareness of the final prophetic details at their prophecy fulfilling apostate source of Bethel, that

actually defines modern Bethel’s “King North” led and collusive apostasy (Dan11:32).

M. In the detailing of this 8th King “burning mountain” issue of now world government hidden by Bethel (Rev8:8-9), is the exposure of the whole

basis and framework of the final prophetic truth. What Bethel is hiding is the exact 8th King details that need to be explained by recovering

Christians so that the one explanation, must also expose the source of it’s concealment (Rev8:10-11), while revealing the final prophetic meaning,

while the 8th King is activating the final cycle of Daniel 11:42-45.

N. Thus what Bethel is hiding, and how that was “gradually given over” to 8th King control (Dan8:12) to “actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress

and remove the constant feature” (Dan11:31a) by error first, to become a temporarily ceased Jehovah’s witnesses Bethel profaned ministry in the

future, is to become part of the basis of the “little scroll” final explanation of the “sacred secret of God according to the good news”. (Rev10-11);

O. That is all explained in the first four trumpets final fulfillment that explain the temple judgment (Rev8:2-6) totality (Rev8:7-12), to go global in

the 5th and 6th trumpet recovery (Rev9:1-21) leading to and converging into the official divinely commissioned “little scroll” and Revelation 10-11

finality leading to Christ’s arrival upon a then completing and completed 8th King world government.

2. Babylon The Great Judgment

A. Babylon the Great will be judged under Christ’s authority in Messianic Kingdom completion as final “sheep” may be shaken out from that prelude

and judgment itself. (Rev14:1-8; Rev11:13; Hag2:7) That the deposition of Babylon the Great is at the end of the final cycle is apparent in final

fulfillment Revelation 6th and 7th plague prelude and description at Revelation 16:12-19.

B. That final cycle stage shows Babylon the Great is present deep into the final cycle. Now that we know a final prophetic cycle of Revelation 8-11

and 15-16 must take place we know where Babylon the Great global religious empire is placed in the final cycle.

C. Revelation 17:11-18 also shows Babylon’s final judgment takes place at the end of the national sovereign power transference cycle to the 8th King

world government.

Babylon the Great is Present Deep into the Final Cycle

A. Logically Babylon the Great is greatly useful for the whole final cycle and it’s climax into world government.

1. The “harlot” aids religious confusions and divisions is useful for the final 8th King cycle, and that division aids world government development

by, like Bethel, concealing the final meanings, and instead fomenting division and conflict.

2. Babylon the Great is a massive global wealth and asset store that will become useful as the final cycle is ending into 8th King world government,

because it gives a final stage boost for the national recovery to come under the extremely wealthy 8th King system. (Dan8:25 “freedom from care”;

Isa41:1) Babylon the Great ensures a store of global wealth in enormous quantity can aid the national capital need at the source in hard wealth

stored in the nations in the Babylon the Great system being deposed for this final use.

3. Lastly but of greatest value, the deposition of Babylon the Great, the global known religious war mongering system of confusion and hypocrisy,

will give great credibility to the 8th King world “peace and security” believability as that psychological war supporting global institution is

condemned and deposed by the 8th King and their national “kings of the earth” for world peace resisting war-like attitudes known by

many. (Rev17:15-18; Rev18);

B. Prophetically and logically Babylon the Great does not start the judgment, but is present deep into the final cycle:



(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and

nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns that you saw, and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her

devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their

hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the

words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom (a

secondary sovereignty being deposed in the same Rev17:11-18 sequence) over the kings of the earth.”

C. That development is prepared in the 6th plague as Babylon the Great’s “water” defenses in those “peoples and crowds and nations and tongues”,

are “dried up”, diminishing, prior to the deposition of Babylon the Great in the 7th plague finale:

(Revelation 16:12-19) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water (Rev17:15) was dried

up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (final conquest, God and Christ use the 8th King and

“kings of the earth” to depose Babylon the Great; Rev18:8, Rev17:17) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked]

like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false

prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire

inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. (globalization is the main force of this

worldwide “gathering” to culminate into 8th King world government) 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays

awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they

gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (this is the global situation of unified defiance to God’s

Kingdom in the final 8th King conglomeration) 17 And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. (Christ “air” event of

Matt24:30-31, 1Thess4:17) At this a loud voice issued out of the sanctuary from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!”

18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a great earthquake (Messianic Kingdom completion; Rev6:12, 11:13, 19)

occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so great. 19 And the great

city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God, to

give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his wrath.

D. We see now Bethel is using the “judgment starts with Babylon the Great” deception as a further distraction to cover the temple desolation with an

accepted teaching to develop a final hoax development that will not be realized until deep in the final cycle. But according to prophecy Babylon the

Great is present deep into the final cycle once we see the preview of Revelation Jehovah’s witnesses understand is a preview of a final fulfillment

reality. Evrything in the preview finalizes in final and complete form. (Rev10:6-8);

3. 8th King Judgment

A. A totally complete 8th King, King North, apex “scarlet wildbeast” world government entirety is required to complete to prophetically and

logically empower God and Jesus Christ’s final sovereign response in the also complete Messianic Kingdom agency. Until both those sovereign

entities complete and will have stated sovereign intent for final sovereign battle (1Thess5:1-3, Rev10-11), nothing in final form can occur. The final

8th King finale cycle provides that necessary completion of first the 8th King world government agency globally, and stated as such. (1Thess5:1-3)

B. It is explicit at Matthew 24:29 that Christ will not arrive until the “tribulation of those days” has ended. Now we know the tribulation is ending

into 8th King world government first as per the prophecy and the first three UN cycles of post WW1 1919, post WW2 1945, and post Cold WW3

1990 formulaic world-war-to-world-government use to also present a UN manifestation after the preparatory world war/tribulation event ends.

This will be the fourth cycle of such a formula but to complete world government 8th King manifestation through that cycle.

C. Therefore the 1260 days and it’s final warning period has to in some way encompass the “tribulation of those days” and must complete before the

final 8th King attack of Revelation 11:7 to depose a by then purified final 1260 day Kingdom proclamation. This is how the Daniel 12:11 final

ministerial “two witnesses” removal and the 8th King “disgusting thing” placement as world government concurrently, also follows that meaning of

the tribulation as Daniel 12:7 (Rev11:1-7; Dan7:25) expires into Daniel 12:11 milestone world government “disgusting thing” final placement.

D. Thus God and Christ preparing their own completion phase to climax with the 8th King final world government producing cycle, and to make the

final Kingdom announcement concerning this inevitability and it’s final salvation opportunity (Rev10-11), thus explaining the full 8th King world

government completion meaning and ramifications, is necessary to also come forth in this period leading to the universal and earthly climax.

(Rev19:11-21; 20:1-3)

Basically human world government completion is what triggers Christ’s final arrival, it’s that simple.

E. The finality will come with two completed earthly ruling rivals to resolve the sovereign earthly issue permanently as the 8th King is terminated

(Rev19:19-21) and Satan and the demons are taken prisoners of Armageddon war to the abyss. (Isa24:21-22; Rev20:1-3) That finality will arrive

with full final fair warning from God and Christ in the “little scroll” “two witnesses” final ministry. Thus the hugely important co-completion

requirement for sovereign and prophetic purposes must be fully known in time, as modern Jehovah’s witnesses have fully stalled en route to this

understanding derailed in the Bethel subversion.

F. At that time the final divine war for the sovereign rulership of the universe and planet Earth in totally comprehensive and complete form will

commence as Christ proves his divine right and supremacy permanently for the Adamic era that all this prophecy was summarizing before and as it
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all finalizes upon a completed and stated 8th King rival world government.

G. Thus the (1) sheep and goat judgment encompasses the total world judgment of every individual then present on earth. It’s period in Daniel 12:11

at some point into that 1290 days merges into the (2) Babylon the Great judgment and the final (3) 8th King judgment all overseen by the King of the

Universe Jesus Christ for God Almighty as appointed and officially crowned over his own completed Messianic Kingdom and temple agency to

assume all heavenly, universal and earthly sovereign control for the 1000 year reign. (That will extend the whole 1290 day period to complete

world judgment finality and conclusion. (Dan12:11));

H. This is why the national progression connecting into the globalist progression overlapping is important to understand for it’s inevitable

connection to the Kingdom of God progression to finalize the completion of the Messianic Kingdom in this continuum after the 8th King completes

the globalist world government rival system, and states (1Thess5:1-3) it’s sovereign position and intent globally.

The fourth UN cycle is what the seven-headed national progression climaxes into.

I. Just as the 7th King and 8th King designate manifested at approximately the same time to start the whole century of development since 1914-

1919, the temple judgment marks the start of the fourth and final 8th King cycle that terminates the 7th King national sovereignty into 8th King

global sovereignty, also approximately concurrent.

Understanding the temple judgment significance is important because it begins the final prophetic cycle that does become far more recognizable

than the Bethel apostasy indicating it, that led to it, and it does become fully exposed and explained as part of that final cycle final Messianic

Kingdom exposition.

It is the final 8th King cycle that will be beginning in the near future.
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